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ABSTRACT
Effective treatments for individuals with autism spectrum disorder are lacking,
especially when it comes to pharmacological intervention, which can be an important
addition to behavioral therapy. Currently available agents target co-occurring symptoms,
such as aggression and irritability, and many cause considerable off-target effects. Few
agents have been shown to reliably and effectively reduce the impact of other aspects of
this disorder, particularly core symptomatology. In the present studies, the noradrenergic
system was explored as a target for autism pharmacotherapy, given evidence suggesting
elevated anxiety and autonomic dysregulation in individuals with autism. The effects of
the beta-adrenergic antagonist propranolol on facial scanning, verbal problem solving,
and a measure of social functioning were examined in adults and adolescents with autism
via single-dose psychopharmacological challenges. Improvements associated with
propranolol administration were observed for each of these domains, and some evidence
supports a role of anxiety and autonomic activity in predicting response to treatment.
Additionally, the assessment of an ongoing pilot trial investigating the combined effects
of propranolol and early intensive behavioral intervention in young children with autism
suggests that serial-dose studies with this agent are feasible. This line of work proposes
beta-adrenergic antagonism as a potential therapeutic option for individuals with autism
that merits further investigation in the form of large, randomized controlled clinical trials.

CHAPTER ONE:

1

INTRODUCTION

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a complex neurodevelopmental disorder defined by
social communication impairments and restricted, repetitive behaviors (American Psychiatric
Association, 2013). The prevalence of ASD has been reported as 1 in 68 among children in the
U.S., and the disorder is almost five times more common in males than females (Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, 2014). Alongside research exploring the underlying etiology
and neuropathology of this prevalent disorder, studies investigating effective treatments to
reduce problematic behaviors and improve the level of functioning of individuals with ASD are
imperative. Behavioral intervention is currently the mainstay of treatment for ASD (Myers &
Johnson, 2007); however, pharmacological intervention can be an important addition to
treatment plans. To date, most currently available agents target psychiatric symptoms associated
with ASD, such as irritability and agitation (Beversdorf, 2008; Myers & Johnson, 2007; Young
& Findling, 2015). No pharmacological treatments have been shown to improve core symptoms
of ASD reliably (Farmer, Thurm, & Grant, 2013; Volkmar, 2001; Young & Findling, 2015).
The work presented in this dissertation examines beta-adrenergic antagonism as a potential
approach for pharmacological intervention in ASD.

Autism Spectrum Disorder
The first formal description of autism dates back to 1943, when psychiatrist Leo Kanner
characterized the symptoms of 11 children who preferred social isolation and displayed
aggression alongside language delays, repetitive behaviors, and circumscribed interests (Kanner,

1943). This presentation of autism as a unique syndrome diverged from previous assumptions
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that autism-related symptoms fell under the umbrella of schizophrenia (Bleuler, 1911). Kanner’s
description was closely followed by the observations of pediatrician Hans Asperger, who
characterized similar cases, though he emphasized language abnormalities to a lesser degree
(Asperger, 1944). Over the past several decades, the definition of autism has been revised and
refined through the iterations of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
(DSM). Most recently, the transition from the DSM-IV to the DSM-V resulted in a shift of the
diagnostic criteria from a set of related, but separately categorized disorders, including autistic
disorder, Asperger’s disorder, childhood disintegrative disorder, and pervasive developmental
disorder not otherwise specified (APA, 2000), to a single diagnosis called Autism Spectrum
Disorder. This current diagnostic category includes individuals with persistent, clinically
significant impairments in social communication across multiple contexts, as well as the
presentation of at least two types of restricted, repetitive patterns of behavior (APA, 2013).
Additional descriptors including the presence of language delay, intellectual disability, or a
denotation that symptoms may be associated with known medical or genetic conditions, such as
Rett syndrome, can be specified to further characterize an ASD diagnosis.
According to DSM-IV criteria, as well as clinical report, it was estimated by the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) that approximately 1 in 68 eight-year-olds in the U.S.
had ASD in 2010 (CDC, 2014). This report also indicated that ASD is almost five times more
common in males than females, with prevalence estimates reaching 1 in 42 males, compared
with 1 in 189 females. A more recent estimate based on the 2014 parent-report National Health
Interview Survey estimates a higher rate of 1 in 45 individuals with ASD among children aged 3
to 17 (Zablotsky, Black, Maenner, Schieve, & Blumberg, 2015). Both estimates represent an

increase from a previous CDC report estimating the prevalence as 1 in 88 children in 2008
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(CDC, 2012) and an even greater increase from an initial estimate of 1 in 150 children in 2000
(CDC, 2007). However, this apparent pattern of rising prevalence may be largely accounted for
by changes in diagnostic criteria and increased awareness about the disorder (King & Bearman,
2009; Wing & Potter, 2002).
The manifestation of ASD from individual to individual is extremely heterogeneous,
pointing to a potential weakness of a behavioral definition of the disorder. Individuals vary
widely in the severity of core symptoms, such as social communication impairments and
restricted, repetitive behaviors. Additionally, the diverse presentation of a wide range of
additional, co-occurring symptoms and conditions, including but not limited to anxiety, attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), sensory sensitivities, seizures, and gastrointestinal
disorders, adds to this heterogeneity (Levy et al., 2010; Mannion & Leader, 2013). Accordingly,
many researchers have called for the identification of phenotypic and genetic subgroups of ASD,
or “autisms” (Geschwind & Levitt, 2007), to better characterize the complex nature of the
disorder and support more targeted treatments (Geschwind, 2009; Veenstra-VanderWeele &
Blakely, 2012).
Though the complex etiology of ASD is still largely unknown, evidence suggests a strong
genetic component of this disorder. Concordance rates for monozygotic twins have been
reported to be as high as 90%, while those for dizygotic twins are closer to 10% (Bailey et al.,
1995; Steffenburg et al., 1989). However, recent analyses indicate that ASD is approximately
50% heritable, with a large portion of risk due to common genetic variation (Gaugler et al., 2014;
Sandin et al., 2014). Moreover, individuals with ASD display profound genetic heterogeneity,
with variation in hundreds of genomic regions implicated in ASD (Sanders et al., 2011).
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Additionally, specific genetic syndromes or cases due to de novo mutations account for only 1 to
2% of cases individually (Abrahams & Geschwind, 2008). Accordingly, the field has gradually
shifted to view ASD etiology as being the result of complex interactions between multiple
genetic and environmental risk factors (Chaste & Leboyer, 2012).
Researchers are increasingly investigating the role of environmental exposures during
prenatal development in ASD risk. Previous reports have shown increased rates of late perinatal

experiences, such as obstetric complications (Glasson et al., 2004), low birth weight, and preterm
birth (Larsson et al., 2005), among individuals with ASD, though the underlying causes of these
factors may more directly relate to ASD risk. Accordingly, earlier prenatal exposures have been
associated with risk for ASD. For example, natural disasters (Kinney, Miller, Crowley, &
Gerber, 2008) or major stressful events, such as divorce or the death of a loved one, (Beversdorf
et al., 2005) during the fifth and sixth months of pregnancy have also been linked with ASD.
Additionally, other factors experienced throughout pregnancy, including maternal infection (Lee
et al., 2015), maternal use of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (Croen, Grether, Yoshida,
Odouli, & Hendrick, 2011), and exposure to air pollution and particulate matter (Volk, Lurmann,
Penfold, Hertz-Picciotto, & McConnell, 2013), may be related to ASD risk in offspring. Lastly,
an association between ASD and preconception factors such as advanced maternal and paternal
age (Croen, Najjar, Fireman, & Grether, 2007), maternal childhood abuse (Roberts, Lyall, RichEdwards, Ascherio, & Weisskopf, 2013) and paternal obesity (Surén et al., 2014) point to a
potential role of epigenetic mechanisms underlying the disorder (Schanen, 2006). These findings
strengthen the now widespread theory that environmental influences interacting with genetic and
epigenetic changes may lead to increased risk of ASD.

5

Alongside etiological investigations, researchers have also been exploring the underlying
neuropathology of ASD for several decades. Evidence of disrupted neural pathways has been

shown from the cellular level up to brain activation patterns, as measured by functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI). Some of the first examinations of post-mortem tissue from
individuals with ASD revealed cytoarchitectonic abnormalities in the forebrain, including
increased cell density in the hippocampus and the amygdala, as well as loss of Purkinje cells in
the cerebellum (Bauman & Kemper, 1985; Duong, Robinson, BA, & Ritvo, 1986; Kemper &
Bauman, 1998). Another study observed megalencephaly alongside cortical and brain stem
abnormalities (Bailey et al., 1998). Less invasive techniques such as structural magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) have confirmed reports of megalencephaly and identified patterns of
early brain overgrowth, in the form of both increased cerebral gray and white matter volume,
followed by a slower developmental trajectory in individuals with ASD as compared to typically
developing controls (Courchesne et al., 2001). Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) studies have also
shown reduced integrity of white matter tracts throughout the brains of individuals with ASD,
especially in the corpus callosum (Jou et al., 2011; Shukla, Keehn, & Müller, 2011). These
structural abnormalities are paired with functional differences in individuals ASD, as measured
by fMRI. Most findings suggest altered functional connectivity, or the temporal correlation in
activation between two distinct brain regions, during task-based (Just, Cherkassky, Keller, Kana,
& Minshew, 2007; Kleinhans et al., 2008) and resting state (Assaf et al., 2010; Monk et al.,
2009) paradigms. However, the nature of these alterations, whether connectivity is reduced or
increased between different regions in ASD, remains an area of ongoing debate (Kana, Uddin,
Kenet, Chugani, & Müller, 2014). Incorporating a developmental perspective by adopting a
longitudinal approach or stratifying participant groups by age may provide some clues about

these conflicting findings (Nomi & Uddin, 2015). Though there is much work remaining in
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these areas, better understanding the etiology and underlying pathology of ASD will inform
treatment targets and help identify markers of treatment response.

Pharmacological Intervention for ASD
The ultimate goals of treatment for ASD are improving quality of life and functional
independence while reducing the impact of core features of the disorder. To date, behavioral
intervention is the primary approach for ASD treatment (Myers & Johnson, 2007). A large
portion of behavioral therapy for ASD employs the principles of applied behavior analysis
(ABA), an intensive, individualized approach with adaptive skills and challenging behavior
management taught hierarchically (Lovaas et al., 1981). In the context of a treatment model
developed by Ole Ivar Lovaas at the University of California, Los Angeles, ABA has been
shown to produce improvements in IQ, adaptive functioning, social skills, and overall outcomes,
especially when children start the therapy at an early age (Eikeseth, Smith, Jahr, & Eldevik,
2007; Lovaas, 1987; McEachin, Smith, & Lovaas, 1993; Sallows, Graupner, & MacLean Jr,
2005). Another major intervention approach, the Early Start Denver Model, which was designed
for toddlers as young as 12 months, integrates ABA principles with a developmental approach
(Smith, Rogers, Dawson, Handleman, & Harris, 2008). This method has been shown to improve
IQ, adaptive behavior, and diagnostic status following two years of the intervention (Dawson et
al., 2010). Other types of approaches, such as parent- (Kasari, Gulsrud, Paparella, Hellemann, &
Berry, 2015) and peer-mediated (Watkins et al., 2015) interventions designed to provide
naturalistic settings for behavior modification, have also demonstrated some efficacy.
Additionally, interventions specifically targeting social skills in school-aged children have been

associated with improvements in social competence and related abilities (DeRosier, Swick,
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Davis, McMillen, & Matthews, 2011; Stichter, O’Connor, Herzog, Lierheimer, & McGhee,
2012). Though many forms of behavioral therapy have been shown to improve ASD-related
symptoms, pharmacological intervention may be an important addition to comprehensive
treatment approaches.
Pharmacological intervention is an important consideration for treatment plans for
individuals with ASD (Towbin, 2003; Volkmar, 2001), and adjunctive use of pharmacological
agents is common in this population (Broadstock, Doughty, & Eggleston, 2007). However, the
number of agents supported by strong empirical evidence is limited, especially when it comes to
treating core ASD symptomatology (Farmer et al., 2013; Young & Findling, 2015). The only
agents approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for ASD are the atypical
antipsychotics risperidone and aripiprazole. While effective at reducing irritability and
aggression in this population (Marcus et al., 2009; McCracken et al., 2002; Owen et al., 2009),
these drugs produce considerable adverse effects, including weight gain and metabolic changes,
such as altered lipid and glucose metabolism (Maayan & Correll, 2011). Moreover, their effects
may wane over time (Findling et al., 2014) and fail to generalize to core symptomatology, such
as social functioning (Marrus, Underwood-Riordan, Randall, Zhang, & Constantino, 2014).
Many other agents studied in the context of ASD also target co-occurring symptoms,
including agitation, aggression, irritability, and obsessiveness (Beversdorf, 2008; Myers &
Johnson, 2007; Volkmar, 2001). These include other antipsychotics, such as haloperidol
(Anderson et al., 1989) and olanzapine (Hollander et al., 2006), as well as anticonvulsants
(Hellings et al., 2005; Hollander et al., 2010). Additionally, the cholinergic agent donepezil has
been shown to treat irritability and hyperactivity as well as improve global function in an open-

label retrospective study (Hardan & Handen, 2002). Other agents have been reported to target
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co-occurring ADHD symptoms of inattention and hyperactivity. These agents include stimulants
such as methylphenidate (Jahromi et al., 2009), the alpha-2 adrenergic agonists guanfacine
(Handen, Sahl, & Hardan, 2008) and clonidine (Fankhauser, Karumanchi, German, Yates, &
Karumanchi, 1992), as well as the selective norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor atomoxetine
(Harfterkamp et al., 2012). Lastly, melatonin has been shown to improve sleep disturbance in
individuals with ASD (Rossignol & Frye, 2011), but very few other supplements have been
studied sufficiently with randomized, controlled trials (Lofthouse, Hendren, Hurt, Arnold, &
Butter, 2012).
Few pharmacological agents have been shown to improve core symptoms of ASD, such
as social communication, in double-blind, placebo-controlled trials. Some reports have
identified benefits of the hormone oxytocin for social cognition in ASD in pilot studies (Bartz &
Hollander, 2008; Hollander et al., 2007), as well as some randomized trials (Yatawara, Einfeld,
Hickie, Davenport, & Guastella, 2015), but not others (Dadds et al., 2014). Additionally, a
recent study showed improvements in social responsiveness and behavioral disturbances with the
phytochemical sulforaphane (Singh et al., 2014). Other studies have explored the effects of
reducing glutamatergic activity and increasing gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) function, as
evidence suggests that the excitatory/inhibitory balance supported by these neurotransmitters
may be disrupted in ASD (Rubenstein & Merzenich, 2003). Open-label investigations have
shown potential benefits of the glutamate antagonist memantine for social and language
functioning (Chez et al., 2007; Erickson et al., 2007). Another study examined the effects of Nacetylcysteine, an antioxidant that can indirectly inhibit glutamate release, but only found effects
on irritability in ASD (Hardan et al., 2012). Some evidence suggests social benefits of the

GABA agonist arbaclofen (Erickson et al., 2014); however, this agent did not largely succeed in
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subsequent clinical trials. Another agent, the diuretic bumetanide, was shown to reduce the
severity of ASD-related symptoms, potentially by decreasing intracellular chloride and thus
strengthening GABAergic inhibition (Lemonnier et al., 2012).
Regarding other core symptoms, serotonergic agents, such as the serotonin partial agonist
buspirone (Chugani et al., 2015) and the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) fluoxetine
(Hollander et al., 2012), have been shown to reduce restricted, repetitive behaviors in individuals
with ASD. However, citalopram, another SSRI, failed to show similar benefits in a relatively
large, randomized controlled clinical trial (King, Hollander, Sikich, & et al., 2009). The limited
promise of most of these agents suggests the critical need for further investigation of
pharmacological intervention aimed at core symptoms of ASD. This is especially important for
the growing population of adults with ASD, for whom behavioral therapy is less developed and
studied (Gaus, 2011; Myers & Johnson, 2007).
It has also been argued that the integration of pharmacological and behavioral
intervention may improve outcomes for individuals with ASD (Towbin, 2003). However, this
combined therapeutic approach has not been studied widely in the context of this population
(Matson & Dempsey, 2008). In contrast, integrated therapies have been examined in other
disorders, including ADHD (The MTA Cooperative Group, 1999), depression (Melvin et al.,
2006), obsessive compulsive disorder (The Pediatric O. C. D. Treatment Study Team, 2004), and
anxiety (Walkup et al., 2008). The few studies that have examined combined therapies in ASD
integrated antipsychotics with parent training interventions (Aman et al., 2009) and behavioral
therapy (Campbell et al., 1978) or explored impacts on co-occurring behavioral concerns, such as
ADHD symptoms (Silverman et al., 2014), sleep disturbance (Cortesi, Giannotti, Sebastiani,
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Panunzi, & Valente, 2012) or aggression (Frazier et al., 2010). Interestingly, a recent pilot study
that combined bumetanide with ABA training found that the combined treatment was more
effective than treatment with ABA alone (Du et al., 2015). Further exploration of the potential
benefits of integrating pharmacological interventions with behavioral approaches is essential to
advance comprehensive treatment for ASD.

The Noradrenergic System in ASD
Among studies investigating pharmacological intervention for ASD, the noradrenergic
(NE) system is a relatively unexplored potential therapeutic target. Norepinephrine, a
monoamine neurotransmitter, plays a central role in sympathetic nervous system functioning and
drives the stress response. With projections from the locus coeruleus to areas throughout the
cortex and subcortical regions, the NE system manages arousal, stress reactivity, sensory gating,
learning and memory, and attentional systems, among other functions (Ressler & Nemeroff,
1999). Thus, NE activity has been explored in a variety of clinical contexts, including mood
disorders (Ressler & Nemeroff, 1999), stress and anxiety (Bremner, Krystal, Southwick, &
Charney, 1996), and neurodevelopmental disorders, such as ADHD (Biederman & Spencer,
1999). Previous studies have also explored the characteristics of the NE system in ASD, and
many have suggested increased NE activity in the form of elevated plasma (Lake, Ziegler, &
Murphy, 1977; Launay et al., 1987; Leventhal, Cook, Morford, Ravitz, & Freedman, 1990) or
urinary (Barthelemy et al., 1988; Martineau, Barthélémy, Jouve, Muh, & LeLord, 1992)
norepinephrine levels. One report in particular demonstrated a negative relationship between
plasma norepinephrine levels and vocabulary ability in individuals with ASD (Cook et al., 1990).
However, it is possible that these findings could be due to hyperarousal induced by testing or

drawing blood (Minderaa, Anderson, Volkmar, Akkerhuis, & Cohen, 1994). Furthermore,
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increased NE activity has not been demonstrated consistently (Croonenberghs et al., 2000;
Minderaa et al., 1994; Young et al., 1981), and neuropathology of the locus coeruleus has not
been observed in ASD (Martchek, Thevarkunnel, Bauman, Blatt, & Kemper, 2006).
Though some discrepant findings exist, differences in this system have also been
suggested by studies measuring other indices of NE activity in individuals with ASD. In light of
evidence of behavioral improvements during febrile episodes in this population (Curran et al.,
2007), a review proposes developmental dysregulation of the NE system, which may be
transiently normalized by fever (Mehler & Purpura, 2009). In addition, previous evidence of
hyperphasic pupillary responses in individuals with ASD points to altered NE activity (Blaser,
Eglington, Carter, & Kaldy, 2014). Lastly, multiple studies indicate that ASD may be
characterized by hyper-restrictive associative networks (Belmonte et al., 2004; Beversdorf,
Narayanan, Hillier, & Hughes, 2007; Beversdorf et al., 2000; Hillier, Campbell, Keillor, Phillips,
& Beversdorf, 2007) and reduced intrinsic neural flexibility (Davis & Plaisted-Grant, 2014), both
of which may be related to increased NE signaling (Hasselmo, 1997). These findings suggest the
potential benefit of agents targeting the NE system, particularly those that reduce NE activity.
Altered NE activity in ASD is also suggested by evidence of dysregulated autonomic
nervous system (ANS) functioning in individuals with the disorder. This dysregulation may
reflect a shift in the balance between sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system activity.
Individuals with ASD may demonstrate hyperactive (Anderson & Colombo, 2009; Anderson,
Colombo, & Unruh, 2013; Goodwin et al., 2006; Hirstein, Iversen, & Ramachandran, 2001;
James & Barry, 1984; Joseph, Ehrman, McNally, & Keehn, 2008; Kaartinen et al., 2012; Ming,
Julu, Brimacombe, Connor, & Daniels, 2005; Palkovitz & Wiesenfeld, 1980; Woodard et al.,
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2012) or hypoactive (Blair, 1999; Hubert, Wicker, Monfardini, & Deruelle, 2009; Jansen et al.,

2006; Schoen, Miller, Brett-Green, & Nielsen, 2009; Stagg, Davis, & Heaton, 2013) sympathetic
activity, which could relate to altered NE signaling. In addition, these individuals may display
reduced parasympathetic activity (Althaus et al., 2004; Bal et al., 2010; Guy, Souders,
Bradstreet, DeLussey, & Herrington, 2014; Ming et al., 2005; Neuhaus, Bernier, & Beauchaine,
2014; Porges et al., 2013; Schaaf, Benevides, Leiby, & Sendecki, 2015; Toichi & Kamio, 2003;
Van Hecke et al., 2009), though other studies have demonstrated the opposite trend (Graveling &
Brooke, 1978; MacCulloch & Williams, 1971; Zahn, Rumsey, & Van Kammen, 1987). These
differences in ANS functioning may be related to social and emotional functioning, language,
cognitive abilities, and anxiety in ASD (Bal et al., 2010; Guy et al., 2014; Neuhaus et al., 2014;
Neuhaus, Bernier, & Beauchaine, 2015; Patriquin, Lorenzi, & Scarpa, 2013; Patriquin, Scarpa,
Friedman, & Porges, 2013; Stagg et al., 2013; Van Hecke et al., 2009). Moreover, some studies
have reported variability in ANS functioning within the ASD population (Hirstein et al., 2001;
Toichi & Kamio, 2003), and other studies have reported that autonomic activity in ASD does not
differ from that of typically developing individuals (Levine et al., 2012; Louwerse et al., 2014;
Nuske, Vivanti, & Dissanayake, 2014; Smeekens, Didden, & Verhoeven, 2015; van Engeland,
Roelofs, Verbaten, & Slangen, 1991; Watson, Roberts, Baranek, Mandulak, & Dalton, 2012).
These findings suggest heterogeneity of ANS functioning within the ASD population, which
warrants further exploration, especially in the context of predicting response to NE agents.
A wide array of evidence also suggests elevated anxiety in individuals with ASD (Bellini,
2004; Gillott, Furniss, & Walter, 2001; Gillott & Standen, 2007), further supporting increased
NE activity in this population (Bremner et al., 1996). Studies have shown that between 11 and
84% of children with ASD experience anxiety-related symptoms (White, Oswald, Ollendick, &

Scahill, 2009), and around 40 to 50% of children with ASD have diagnoses of co-occurring
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anxiety disorders (de Bruin, Ferdinand, Meester, de Nijs, & Verheij, 2007; Simonoff et al.,
2008). Additionally, manifestations of anxiety and disrupted autonomic activity in individuals
with ASD seem to be associated (Chiu, Anagnostou, Brian, Chau, & Kushki, 2015; Kushki et al.,
2013; Panju, Brian, Dupuis, Anagnostou, & Kushki, 2015). Strong evidence of increased
anxiety in ASD further suggests NE activity elevation in ASD and thus the potential benefit of
agents targeting this system.

Beta-adrenergic Antagonism
Propranolol, a centrally and peripherally active beta-adrenergic antagonist, dampens
sympathetic nervous system activity and reduces adrenergic signaling by competitively and nonselectively blocking both beta-1 and beta-2 adrenergic receptors. This agent is approved by the
FDA for several indications, including the management of hypertension and essential tremor, the
prophylaxis of migraines, and for reducing mortality following myocardial infarction (Akrimax
Pharmaceuticals LLC, 2011). Propranolol is known to have minimal adverse effects, making it
relatively safe for off-label recommendations, as well as clinical research. The adverse effects
associated with propranolol include decreased blood pressure, slowed heart rate, impotence,
abdominal cramps, diarrhea, drowsiness, and lightheadedness, as well as other more rare effects.
In addition to its FDA-approved indications, propranolol also has documented anxiolytic effects,
which have led to prominent off-label use for test (Faigel, 1991) and performance anxiety
(Lader, 1988; Laverdure & Boulenger, 1991) for the past several decades.
In individuals without neurodevelopmental diagnoses, propranolol administration has
been associated with cognitive benefits, which may relate to norepinephrine’s role in restricting

access to intrinsic associative networks (Hasselmo, 1997). Reducing NE activity with
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propranolol may thus promote performance on complex tasks that require cognitive and
behavioral flexibility (Aston-Jones, Rajkowski, & Cohen, 2000; Beversdorf, Hughes, Steinberg,
Lewis, & Heilman, 1999; Beversdorf, White, Chever, Hughes, & Bornstein, 2002; Davis &
Plaisted-Grant, 2014). For example, studies have demonstrated greater performance on a verbal
problem solving task with single-dose administration of propranolol than with the NE agonist
ephedrine (Beversdorf et al., 1999), or nadolol, a beta-adrenergic antagonist that acts only
peripherally (Beversdorf et al., 2002). The finding of greater improvement with propranolol than
with nadolol suggests that the cognitive benefits of propranolol may be centrally mediated.
Additional studies have demonstrated that these cognitive effects may be specific to betaadrenergic antagonism and not presynaptic alpha-2 adrenergic agonism, which also reduces NE
transmission (Choi, Novak, Hillier, Votolato, & Beversdorf, 2006). It has also been shown that
this potential catecholaminergic effect on cognitive flexibility may be specific to the NE system,
as dopaminergic agonism did not affect verbal problem solving task performance (Smyth &
Beversdorf, 2007). Lastly, GABAergic agonism, which is also known to reduce anxiety, did not
modulate cognitive task performance, suggesting that the influence of propranolol on cognition
is not due to a non-specific anxiolytic effect (Silver, Hughes, Bornstein, & Beversdorf, 2004).
Further investigation has revealed that the benefits of propranolol, as compared to
placebo, are more apparent when task difficulty is increased (Campbell, Tivarus, Hillier, &
Beversdorf, 2008). In addition, studies have demonstrated improvements in cognitive flexibility
with propranolol during psychosocial stress such as public speaking (Alexander, Hillier, Smith,
Tivarus, & Beversdorf, 2007) and acute cocaine withdrawal (Kelley, Yeager, Pepper, Bornstein,
& Beversdorf, 2008). Others have shown that propranolol administration improves memory
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performance among highly anxious participants (Hartley, Ungapen, Davie, & Spencer, 1983) and
increases standardized test scores among high school students with demonstrated test anxiety,

though this study was neither double-blind nor placebo-controlled (Faigel, 1991). These findings
suggest that upregulated NE activity may predispose an individual to experience greater benefit
from this drug. This agent has accordingly been studied for its ability to reduce symptom
severity in individuals undergoing acute cocaine withdrawal (Kampman et al., 2001) and others
with post-traumatic stress disorder (Keeshin & Strawn, 2012; Searcy, Bobadilla, Gordon,
Jacques, & Elliott, 2012). Further exploration of the potential beneficial effects of betaadrenergic antagonism for other individuals with increased NE activity and anxiety, such as
those with ASD, is necessary.
Beta-adrenergic antagonism for ASD. Evidence of NE system differences, autonomic
dysregulation, and elevated anxiety in ASD suggests that propranolol may have therapeutic
effects for this population. Additionally, this agent’s relatively mild adverse effects, availability
in generic form, and the current lack of widely effective alternatives make exploring its effects in
individuals with ASD particularly important. The first investigation of the effects of propranolol
in individuals with ASD demonstrated reductions in aggression and improvements in language
and sociability in an uncontrolled case series (Ratey et al., 1987). Subsequent single-dose
psychopharmacological challenge studies have found improvements in verbal problem solving
abilities (Beversdorf, Carpenter, Miller, Cios, & Hillier, 2008; Beversdorf et al., 2011) and
working memory (Bodner, Beversdorf, Saklayen, & Christ, 2012) associated with propranolol
administration in adults and adolescents with ASD. In these previous investigations,
performance was improved for the individuals with ASD but not matched typically developing
controls, suggesting some degree of clinical specificity in this agent’s effects. In another pilot

study, individuals with ASD displayed greater functional connectivity between brain regions
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active during a verbal decision making task when given propranolol, as compared to nadolol, but
not placebo (Narayanan et al., 2010). Importantly, these findings suggest that beta-adrenergic
antagonists may target symptom domains beyond that of alpha-2 adrenergic agonists, which also
reduce NE activity but may only target co-occurring symptoms of inattention and hyperactivity
(Fankhauser et al., 1992; Handen et al., 2008). Together, these initial studies indicate a potential
benefit of propranolol for individuals with ASD that warrants further exploration.

Rationale for Studies
Though studies examining the genetic etiology or neural underpinnings of ASD are
crucial for advancing the field of autism research, investigations of potential treatments to
mitigate symptoms and improve functioning of individuals with ASD are equally as needed.
Behavioral therapy, especially that which employs ABA principles, is the mainstay of
intervention for ASD, but the addition of pharmacological intervention may foster more
comprehensive treatment plans. Two agents have been approved by the FDA for treating
irritability in individuals with ASD. However, there is currently no standard of care for
pharmacological approaches to ASD treatment, and few agents have shown promise for
effectively ameliorating core symptoms of the disorder. Examination of additional agents with
potential benefits for individuals with ASD is critically needed.
The NE system is a relatively unexplored treatment target for ASD. Evidence of
disruptions in this system, alongside dysregulated autonomic functioning and elevated anxiety, in
this population suggests the potential benefit of agents that reduce NE activity. The betaadrenergic antagonist propranolol has been shown to improve aspects of cognition, such as

verbal problem solving and working memory, in ASD via single-dose psychopharmacological
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challenge studies. An uncontrolled case series has also suggested language and social benefits
associated with propranolol administration in this population. These preliminary findings
warrant further investigation into the behavioral and cognitive domains influenced by
propranolol in the context of ASD. The first of the present studies explores the effects of acute
propranolol administration on aspects of facial scanning in adults and adolescents with ASD.
Individuals with ASD have been shown to demonstrate abnormalities in facial scanning,
including reduced fixation on others’ eyes and over-fixation on the mouth region, both of which
may relate to social communication difficulties. The second study further examines the effects
of propranolol on verbal problem solving, an index of cognitive flexibility, which may also be
affected in individuals with ASD. Furthermore, it is especially important to explore the extent to
which core symptomatology might be modulated by beta-adrenergic antagonism. The third
study presented in this dissertation investigates the effects of propranolol on social functioning,
as measured by conversational reciprocity, in individuals with ASD. Additionally, the profound
heterogeneity of symptom severity and presentation across individuals with ASD necessitates the
investigation of physiological and behavioral markers of treatment response. Therefore, the
present studies also examine potential mediating or moderating factors for this agent’s effects,
such as autonomic activity and anxiety levels.
Furthermore, it is imperative to study the effects of this agent in not only adults, for
whom behavioral therapy is less developed, but also young children, whose neural plasticity may
facilitate greater, longer lasting effects of pharmacotherapy. Given that many young children
receive behavioral intervention as part of their treatment for ASD, a naturalistic, comprehensive
examination would include the combination of propranolol with this approach. Preliminary data
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from an ongoing randomized serial-dose trial exploring the combined effects of propranolol and
early intensive behavioral therapy in children with ASD is also presented in this dissertation.

This investigation will inform future studies examining this agent’s effects in children with ASD,
as well as in the context of serial-dose trials.

CHAPTER TWO:
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EFFECTS OF BETA-ADRENERGIC ANTAGONISM
ON FACIAL SCANNING IN ASD1

Introduction
A vast array of evidence supports atypical facial scanning patterns in individuals
ASD. These patterns may include decreased fixation on the eyes, increased fixation on
the mouth region, or both (Dalton et al., 2005; Jones W, 2008; Kliemann, Dziobek, Hatri,
Steimke, & Heekeren, 2010; Klin, Jones, Schultz, Volkmar, & Cohen, 2002; Neumann,
Spezio, Piven, & Adolphs, 2006; Pelphrey et al., 2002; Riby & Hancock, 2008; Speer,
Cook, McMahon, & Clark, 2007; Spezio, Adolphs, Hurley, & Piven, 2007; Yi et al.,
2014). It has been theorized that these differences in facial scanning may contribute to
the social communication difficulties experienced by individuals with ASD (Dalton et al.,
2005; Dawson, Webb, & McPartland, 2005; Dawson, Webb, Wijsman, et al., 2005;
Hobson, Ouston, & Lee, 1988; Joseph & Tanaka, 2003; Klin et al., 2002; Langdell, 1978;
Pelphrey et al., 2002; Senju & Johnson, 2009). This idea is further supported by studies
demonstrating associations between facial scanning patterns and social or verbal abilities
(Falck-Ytter, Fernell, Gillberg, & Von Hofsten, 2010; Klin et al., 2002; Rutherford &
Towns, 2008; Speer et al., 2007). However, it’s important to note that not all studies
have observed facial scanning differences in ASD (Kirchner, Hatri, Heekeren, &
Dziobek, 2011; Leung, Ordqvist, Falkmer, Parsons, & Falkmer, 2013; McPartland,
Webb, Keehn, & Dawson, 2011; Snow et al., 2011; Van Der Geest, Kemner, Verbaten, &
Van Engeland, 2002; Wilson, Palermo, & Brock, 2012).
1

Zamzow, R. M., Christ, S. E., Saklayen, S. S., Moffitt, A. J., Bodner, K. E., Higgins, K. F., & Beversdorf,
D. Q. (2014). Effect of propranolol on facial scanning in autism spectrum disorder: A preliminary
investigation. Journal of Clinical and Experimental Neuropsychology, 36, 431-445.

Facial scanning patterns in ASD may also be associated with co-occurring
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symptoms, such as dysregulated autonomic activity and elevated anxiety. These
characteristics, especially stress responses (Corbett, Schupp, Simon, Ryan, & Mendoza,
2010; Corbett, Mendoza, Abdullah, Wegelin, & Levine, 2006; Tordjman et al., 1997),
sympathetic nervous system arousal (Anderson & Colombo, 2009; Hirstein et al., 2001;
Kushki et al., 2013; Ming et al., 2005; Van Hecke et al., 2009) and anxiety (Gillott et al.,
2001; Kim, Szatmari, Bryson, Streiner, & Wilson, 2000; Muris, Steerneman,
Merckelbach, Holdrinet, & Meesters, 1998) may be elevated in ASD compared with
typically developing individuals. These differences have been shown to relate to eye
fixation patterns in ASD. For example, it has been reported that social anxiety in
individuals with ASD predicts reduced eye fixation and impaired emotion recognition
(Corden, Chilvers, & Skuse, 2008). Other studies have demonstrated increased
sympathetic arousal, as measured by skin conductance, in response to gaze fixation in
individuals with ASD as compared to typically developing individuals (Joseph et al.,
2008), and in response to direct gaze versus averted gaze in individuals with ASD
(Kylliainen & Hietanen, 2006). These atypical responses may be related to greater
impairments in social skills (Kaartinen et al., 2012). In turn, lower levels of sympathetic
arousal and increased eye gaze have been associated with greater emotion recognition
abilities in ASD (Bal et al., 2010). Another study has demonstrated that eye fixation is
positively related to amygdala activation in ASD, indicating a possible emotional
response to gaze fixation in ASD (Dalton et al., 2005). Fixation on the mouth region may
also be related to stress and anxiety, as a positive relationship between sympathetic
arousal in response to faces and mouth fixation in ASD has been demonstrated (Wagner,
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Hirsch, Vogel-Farley, Redcay, & Nelson, 2012). Thus, co-occurring stress and anxiety
may influence facial scanning differences in ASD, including reduced eye contact, a

typical marker of the core social communication deficits in this population (APA, 2013),
and increased fixation on the mouth region.
These relationships suggest the potential benefit of an agent targeting stress
reactivity and anxiety in this population. Previous work from our laboratory has
examined the effects of propranolol, a nonselective beta-adrenergic antagonist that
dampens sympathetic activity, in a variety of contexts. We have reported a benefit of
propranolol for both verbal problem solving and working memory tasks in ASD in
double-blind, placebo-controlled, single-dose studies (Beversdorf et al., 2008; Beversdorf
et al., 2011; Bodner et al., 2012). In addition, an uncontrolled case series has reported
improvements in language abilities and socialization in ASD with propranolol
administration (Ratey et al., 1987). Propranolol has also been used for the treatment of
test anxiety (Faigel, 1991) and performance anxiety (Lader, 1988; Laverdure &
Boulenger, 1991) for several decades. This agent has since been investigated for use in
treating other stress or anxiety related conditions, such as cocaine withdrawal (Kampman
et al., 2001; Kelley et al., 2008) and post-traumatic stress disorder (Keeshin & Strawn,
2012; Searcy et al., 2012). As stress and anxiety may have a role in facial scanning
differences in ASD, propranolol may provide benefits for some of these individuals
through its anxiolytic effects and inhibitory actions on the adrenergic system.
The primary goal of the present pilot study was to explore the effects of
propranolol on facial scanning in ASD. Accordingly, we sought to determine whether
the benefits previously observed with single-dose, double-blind studies examining the
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effects of propranolol on cognitive domains are also observed for facial scanning, which
may relate to social communication, in individuals with ASD. In this preliminary study

we recorded ocular fixation data while individuals with and without ASD viewed a series
of novel stimuli of human faces. Each participant completed two study sessions in which
propranolol and placebo were administered in a counterbalanced, double-blind manner.
We first explored whether eye and mouth fixation are altered in ASD via group
comparisons in the placebo condition. We then examined whether propranolol affects
facial scanning in ASD, specifically whether eye fixation increases and/or mouth fixation
decreases, as compared to fixation in the placebo condition.

Methods
Participants. A sample of 14 high-functioning adults with ASD and 14 control
participants without neurodevelopmental diagnoses, matched case-wise according to age,
sex, and IQ, completed two study sessions (Table 2.1). ASD diagnoses were confirmed
by the Diagnostic Algorithm of the Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (ADI-R) (Lord,
Rutter, & Couteur, 1994). ADI-R scores were obtained from existing clinical records
when available, and if not available an ADI-R was performed. All participants had an
estimated full scale IQ of at least 80, as confirmed by the two-subtest form of the
Wechsler Abbreviated Scales of Intelligence (WASI) (Psychological Corporation, 1999),
were native English speakers, and had no other secondary language or learning disorders
by history. To avoid potential adverse pharmacological interactions, participants were
not taking any NE agents at the time of study participation. Additionally, participants
with risk factors for exposure to beta-adrenergic antagonism were excluded. For

example, no participants had current diagnoses of asthma, for which mitigation via
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stimulants would be hindered by beta-adrenergic antagonism. Participants were also
excluded for active depression, due to evidence of propranolol causing or exacerbating
these symptoms. Given the use of eye-tracking in the present study, none of the
participants had eye conditions that were uncorrectable with eyeglasses. All participants
were consented in accordance with the Health Sciences Institutional Review Board of the
University of Missouri.

Table 2.1. Participant demographics for facial scanning study.
ASD
Control
N (M:F)
12 (9:3)
14 (10:4)
Age
18.25 ± 2.66
19.36 ± 2.02
WASI IQ
103.50 ± 13.04 108.07 ± 7.94
WASI Matrix Reasoning (t-score)
51.92 ± 5.63
50.79 ± 5.93
WASI Vocabulary (t-score)
51.92 ± 10.55
58.57 ± 6.00
ADI-R Social Subscore
20.83 ± 5.42
‒
ADI-R Communication Subscore
14.58 ± 5.79
‒
ADI-R Nonverbal Communication Subscore (N = 11) 7.73 ± 3.55
‒
ADI-R Behavior Subscore
6.92 ± 2.47
‒
ADI-R Age of Abnormality Subscore
3.25 ± 1.14
‒
ASD: autism spectrum disorder; N: number of participants; M: male; F: female; WASI:
Wechsler Abbreviated Scales of Intelligence. ADI-R: Autism Diagnostic InterviewRevised. Mean ± SD in each cell.
Drug administration. At the first study session, participants were randomized to
receive 40 mg propranolol or placebo via oral capsule. This dosage of propranolol has
been previously shown to reduce test anxiety (Faigel, 1991) and modulate cognitive
flexibility (Beversdorf et al., 2008; Beversdorf et al., 1999; Beversdorf et al., 2011)
without producing adverse cardiovascular or central nervous system effects. Drugs were
administered 60 minutes prior to testing to allow for peak drug effects during the task. At
the second study session, participants received the drug not given at the first study
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session. To allow for complete clearance of the drug, study sessions for each participant
were conducted at least 24 hours apart. Drug order was counterbalanced so that half of
the participants received placebo during the first session and half received propranolol
during the first session. Drugs were administered in a double-blind manner.
Stimuli. Stimuli consisted of 32 10-second video clips of human faces (16 male,
16 female). Stimulus preparation was modeled after previously published methodology
(Kylliainen & Hietanen, 2006). To generate the video clips, frontal views of male and
female faces were filmed. During each 10-second clip, the camera slowly zoomed in on
the face of the person. This method was utilized to better capture the attention of study
participants as the individuals in the stimuli appeared to draw nearer to them (Detenber,
Simons, & Bennett, 1998). All filming was done against a solid white backdrop.

Clothing was covered by a solid-colored drape and distracting accessories were removed.
The individuals in the video clips were instructed to look directly at the camera and to
maintain a neutral facial expression, eliminating potentially confounding effects of either
positively or negatively valenced expression on facial scanning in ASD (Corden et al.,
2008; de Wit, Falck-Ytter, & von Hofsten, 2008; Hernandez et al., 2009). Stimuli were
distributed evenly across study sessions so that participants viewed video clips of 8 male
and 8 female faces at each session. Stimuli were presented in a pseudorandom order
using E-prime 2.0 (Psychology Software Tools, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA). No videos were
repeated between the two study sessions. During testing, stimuli were presented in full
screen on a 17” monitor with a resolution of 1280 x 1024. Stimuli had a width of 38.1
cm and a height of 30.5 cm, subtending a horizontal visual angle of 33.4° and a vertical
visual angle of 27.0°. As the camera zoomed in on the face of each video stimulus, the
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horizontal visual angle of the face increased from 7.7 ± 1.0° (SD) to 10.5 ± 0.9° (SD) on

average. The vertical visual angle of the face in each stimulus increased from 11.0 ± 1.1°
(SD) to 15.6 ± 1.4° (SD) on average.
Procedures. To confirm the expected physiological effect of propranolol,
measurements of heart rate and blood pressure were obtained just prior to drug
administration (0 minutes), at the start of testing (60 minutes), and at the completion of
testing (120 minutes). Following 60 minutes of wait time after drug administration,
participants were seated in a dark room 63.5 cm away from a computer display screen
with their head resting on a chinrest. Seat height was adjusted to allow for maximum
comfort. Eye movements were recorded using an Eye-Trac R6 remote eye movement
monitor with video head tracking (Applied Sciences Laboratories, Bedford, MA). Prior
to testing, the eye movement monitor was calibrated by having the participant visually
fixate at nine points, representing the points of intersection on an equally spaced 3 x 3
grid. A piecewise linear interpolation of the calibration points was then used to compute
eye position. Following calibration, the on-screen instructions, “You are about to see a
series of video clips. Just relax and view the videos,” were presented. Immediately
before the presentation of each video stimulus, the participant’s eye position was sampled
using the Eye-Trac monitor to ensure proper fixation on the center of the display.
Participants failing to fixate within 2° of a fixation point were recalibrated. With fixation
confirmed, stimulus presentation proceeded. During each video clip, eye fixation data
was collected at a rate of 60 Hz, and eye fixations lasting 50 ms or longer were recorded.
Shorter fixations were assumed to reflect saccade-related eye movements and were thus

excluded from analysis. Time during which participants were looking away from the
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display screen was not recorded and thus was not included in analysis.
Eye-tracking data analysis. Areas of interest (AOIs) corresponding to the eyes,
nose, and mouth of each face stimulus were designated a priori, and fixation data was
mapped onto the video stimuli using Eyenal and FixPlot programs (Applied Sciences
Laboratories, Bedford, MA). Each 10-second video clip was converted to 20 still frames,
taken at time 0 and every 500 ms thereafter using a frame capture program (Video
Snapshot Wizard). In Fixplot, rectangular AOIs were drawn on each frame of the video
stimuli. As the camera zoomed in on the model’s face during each video stimulus, the
AOI rectangles gradually increased in size across video frames. However, the boundaries
of each AOI were defined by consistent criteria. The upper right and left corners of the
eyes AOI were defined by the model’s temples, and the lower right and left corners rested
just under the orbit of each eye. The AOI defining the nose region included the bridge of
the nose, the tip of the nose, and the nostrils. The mouth AOI was defined at its upper
border by top of the philtrum, and, at the lower border, the mental crease, the horizontal
indentation between the lower lip and the chin. The lower right and left corners of the
mouth AOI rested just at the edge of the model’s face. The eyes, nose, and mouth AOIs
comprised approximately 25%, 10%, and 15% of the total area of the face in each frame,
respectively (Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1. Example of a still frame from a video stimulus. The
three AOIs (eyes, nose, mouth) are delineated with rectangles.

Following raw eye fixation data processing, data for each participant was
compiled with AOI-labeled frames, resulting in data for the absolute mean time spent
fixating on each AOI per second of the video clip. Missing data points, representing
blinks, head motion, poor calibration, and fast eye motion, were present within the
fixation data for each participant (Kliemann et al., 2010). To maintain the quality of data
analyzed, participants with a total number of missing data points greater than 2 standard
deviations (SD) of the mean for each group were excluded from data analysis.
Accordingly, two ASD participants were excluded from analysis.
Statistical analysis. The number of missing data points for each participant, as
well as age and IQ, were compared between groups using one-way analyses of variance
(ANOVAs) with Welch’s corrections for heterogeneous variances when necessary. A 2 x
2 x 3 (drug by group by time point) repeated measures ANOVA was used to examine
main effects and interactions for blood pressure and heart rate measurements at 0, 60, and
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120 minutes post-drug administration. Post hoc t-tests were then used to explore detected
effects. A 2 x 2 x 3 (drug by group by facial feature) repeated measures ANOVA was

used to explore main effects and interaction effects for the absolute mean fixation time on
each AOI per second of the video clips. A 2 x 3 (group by facial feature) repeated
measures ANOVA was also conducted to explore main effects and interaction effects for
absolute fixation patterns within the placebo condition. To control for differences in AOI
size, as well as potential confounds due to missing data, we also analyzed the proportion
of total fixation time per second spent fixating on each AOI using the three-way ANOVA
structure discussed above. Lastly, to control for the potential confound of video clip
length on facial scanning patterns (McPartland et al., 2011), fixation data for both the
beginning of the video clips (first 2 seconds) and the end of the clips (last 2 seconds) was
analyzed separately. For the repeated measures ANOVAs, Greenhouse-Geisser
corrections were employed for any test in which the assumption of sphericity was
violated. Following each three-way ANOVA, independent and paired samples t-tests
were used to address our initial predictions: (1) that the ASD group would demonstrate
altered facial scanning, specifically reduced eye fixation and increased mouth fixation, as
compared to controls, in the placebo condition, and (2) that eye fixation would increase
and mouth fixation would decrease with the administration of propranolol within ASD
group. Additionally, simple linear regression models were used to evaluate relationships
between ASD symptomatology, as measured by ADI-R subscale scores from the
Diagnostic Algorithm, and absolute fixation time on AOIs. As it has been reported
previously that nonverbal communication impairments may be considered a separate
domain of ASD symptomatology (Falck-Ytter et al., 2010), nonverbal ADI-R subscores

were analyzed separately from the total communication subscores. All statistical
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analyses were completed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)
(IBM SPSS Statistics 19, Chicago, IL).

Results
Demographic data. As discussed previously, two ASD participants were
excluded from analyses due to missing data. Before exclusion of these participants,
Welch’s variance-weighted ANOVAs revealed no significant differences in the number
of missing data points [F(1,15.44) = 2.72, p = .12, g = .80] or age [F(1,23.21) = 0.28, p =
.60, g = .21] between the ASD and control groups. In addition, there were no significant
between-group differences in full-scale IQ [F(1,26) = 1.12, p = .30, g = .04] or the tscores for matrix reasoning [F(1,26) = 0.73, p = .40, ηp2 = .03]. However, the ASD group
had lower t-scores for vocabulary, as compared to the control group [F(1,26) = 4.52, p =
.04, ηp2 = .15]. Following exclusion of the two ASD participants, there were no
significant differences in the number of missing data points [F(1,24) = 0.53, p = .48, g =
.34], age [F(1, 24) = 1.45, p = .24, g = .43], or full-scale IQ [F(1,24) = 1.20, p = .28, g =
.41] between the ASD (n = 12) and control (n = 14) groups. Among the WASI subtest
scores, there was no significant difference in the t-scores for matrix reasoning between
groups [F(1,24) = 0.25, p = .62, ηp2 = .01]; however, there was a trend for a difference in
the t-scores for vocabulary between groups [F(1,24) = 4.06, p = .06, ηp2 = .15], with the
ASD group demonstrating lower t-scores. Of note, a paired samples t-test revealed that
the number of missing data points was significantly greater in the placebo condition, as
compared to the propranolol condition, across all participants [t(27) = 2.17, p = .04, g =

.60]. This difference remained after removing the two ASD participants from analysis
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[t(25) = 2.24, p = .04, g = .26].
Heart rate and blood pressure. As expected, a 2 x 2 x 3 (drug by group by time
point) repeated measures ANOVA for systolic blood pressure revealed a significant main
effect of drug [F(1,24) = 13.23, p < .01, ηp2 = .36], a significant main effect of time point
with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction [F(1.56,37.50) = 50.03, p < .001, ηp2 = .68], and a
significant interaction between drug and time point [F(2, 48) = 16.83, p < .001, ηp2 = .41],
but no main effect of group [F(1, 24) = 1.12, p = .30, ηp2 = .05], nor interactions between
group and drug [F(1,24) = 0.02, p = .89, ηp2 < .01], group and time point with a
Greenhouse-Geisser correction [F(1.56,37.50) = 0.29, p = .69, ηp2 = .01], and group,
drug, and time point with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction [F(1.92,46.14) = 1.72, p = .19,
ηp2 = .07]. Subsequent t-tests indicated that in the placebo condition, systolic blood
pressure differed significantly between 0 minutes and 60 minutes [p = .01] and between 0
minutes and 120 minutes [p < .01], but not between 60 minutes and 120 minutes [p >
.50]. In the propranolol condition, systolic blood pressure differed significantly between
each time point [p < .01 in all instances]. When comparing drug conditions, there was no
significant difference in systolic blood pressure at 0 minutes [p > .50], but there were
significant differences at 60, [p < .01] and 120 minutes [p < .01], in which systolic blood
pressure was lower in the propranolol condition. A repeated measures ANOVA for
diastolic blood pressure did not show any significant main effects of drug, group, or time
point, nor any interactions therein [p > .05 in all instances]. These findings remain the
same if the two additional control participants originally matched to the two excluded
ASD participants are also excluded.

A 2 x 2 x 3 (drug by group by time point) repeated measures ANOVA for heart
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rate revealed a significant main effect of drug [F(1,24) = 11.20, p < .01, ηp2 = .32], a
significant main effect of time point with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction [F(1.22,29.17)
= 58.51, p < .001, ηp2 = .71], and significant interactions between time point and group
with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction [F(1.22,29.17) = 7.37, p = .01, ηp2 = .24] and time
point and drug [F(2,48) = 11.41, p < .001, ηp 2 = .32]. There was no main effect of group
[F(1,24) = 0.12, p = .73, ηp2 = .01], nor interactions between drug and group [F(1,24) =
3.15, p = .09, ηp2 = .12], or group, drug, and time point with a Greenhouse-Geisser
correction [F(1.73,41.61) = 1.02, p = .36, ηp2 = .04]. Subsequent t-tests indicated that in
the placebo condition, heart rate differed significantly between 0 minutes and 120
minutes [p < .01] and between 60 minutes and 120 minutes [p < .01]. In the propranolol
condition, heart rate differed significantly between each time point [p < .01 in all
instances]. When comparing drug conditions, there was no significant difference in heart
rate at 0 minutes [p > .50], but there were significant differences at 60 and 120 minutes [p
< .01 in both instances], in which heart rate was lower in the propranolol condition.
These findings remain the same if the two additional control participants are excluded.
Facial scanning. Absolute fixation time on AOIs. Using a 2 x 2 x 3 (drug by
group by facial feature) repeated measures ANOVA, we first analyzed data for the
absolute mean fixation time per second spent fixating on each AOI. There was a
significant main effect of facial feature with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction
[F(1.11,26.61) = 109.38, p < .001, ηp2 = .82] and a significant interaction between drug
and group [F(1,24) = 4.42, p = .046, ηp2 = .16]. There was no main effect of drug
[F(1,24) = 0.02, p = .89, ηp2 < .01] or group [F(1,24) = 1.90, p = .18, ηp2 = .07], nor

interactions between facial feature and group with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction
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[F(1.11, 26.61) = 0.16, p = .72, ηp2 = .01], facial feature and drug with a GreenhouseGeisser correction [F(1.12,26.91) = 0.64, p = .45, ηp2 = .03], or facial feature, group, and
drug [F(1.12,26.91) = 0.80, p = .39, ηp2 = .03] with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction.
These findings remain the same if the two additional control participants originally
matched to the two excluded ASD participants are also excluded; however, the drug by
group interaction becomes a trend [F(1, 22) = 2.98, p = .10, ηp2 = .12]. In the
exploration of our initial predictions within the context of the absolute mean fixation time
per second of the video clips, independent samples t-tests revealed no significant
differences between the ASD and control groups in the placebo condition for either eye
fixation time [t(24) = 0.23, p = .82, g = .09] or mouth fixation time [t(24) = 0.14, p = .89,
g = .06] (Figure 2.2). These findings remain the same if the two additional control
participants are excluded [p > .50 in both instances]. This lack of a between-group
difference in the placebo condition was also demonstrated by a 2 x 3 (group by facial
feature) repeated measures ANOVA, in which there was a significant main effect of
facial feature with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction [F(1.14,27.40) = 61.25, p < .001, ηp2
= .72], but no main effect of group [F(1, 24) = 0.04, p = .84, ηp2 < .01], nor interaction
between facial feature and group with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction [F(1.14,27.40) =
0.22, p = .68, ηp2 = .01]. In addition, paired samples t-tests within the ASD group
showed no significant difference in absolute eye fixation time between drug conditions
[t(11) = 0.35, p = .73, g = .14]. However, absolute mouth fixation time was significantly
lower in the propranolol condition, as compared to the placebo condition, within the ASD
group [t(11) = 2.87, p = .015, g = .57]. Within the control group, paired samples t-tests
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revealed a weak trend for increased absolute eye fixation in the propranolol condition, as
compared to the placebo condition [t(13) = 1.78, p = .10, g = .39]. There was no
significant between-drug difference in absolute mouth fixation for the control group
[t(13) = 1.00, p = .34, g = .19]. These findings remain the same if the two additional
control participants are excluded [p > .10 in both instances].

Figure 2.2. Mean fixation time per second on each AOI for the ASD and control groups.
Bars represent SEM. *p = 0.02

Proportion of fixation time on AOIs. In addition to the analysis for absolute
mean fixation time per second on the AOIs, we analyzed the proportion of total fixation
time per second spent fixating on each AOI in order to control for differences in AOI size
and confounds due to missing data. The significant main effect of facial feature remained
as in the previous set of analyses with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction [F(1.13,27.01) =
148.93, p < .001, ηp2 = .86]. However, there were no other significant main effects or

interactions [p > .05 in all instances]. These findings remain the same if the two
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additional control participants are excluded. As with the analyses for absolute mean
fixation time per second, we explored our initial predictions for the proportion of total
fixation time spent fixating on each AOI. There were no between-group differences in
the placebo condition for the proportion of fixation time on the eyes [t(24) = 0.90, p =
.38] or mouth [t(24) = 0.21, p = .84, g = .36]. These findings remain the same if the two
additional control participants are excluded [p > .10 in both instances]. There was also
no between-drug difference within the ASD group for proportion of fixation time on the
eyes [t(11) = 0.73, p = .48, g = .21]. However, the proportion of fixation time on the
mouth region was lower in the propranolol condition, as compared to the placebo
condition, within the ASD group [t(11) = 3.05, p = .01, g = .52]. Although not part of our
predictions, we did also examine whether there were drug effects in controls. There was
no significant difference in the proportion of total fixation time spent fixating on the eyes
between the placebo and propranolol conditions [t(13) = 1.22, p = .24, g = .34], in the
control group. There was, however, a trend for decreased mouth fixation with propranolol
administration [t(13) = 1.79, p = .10, g = .36]. These findings remain the same if the
additional controls are excluded [p > .10 in both instances].
Absolute fixation time at beginning of stimuli. Finally, we analyzed the fixation
data for both the beginning and end of the video clips to control for the effect of video
clip length on facial scanning patterns. For data collected at the beginning of the video
clips (first 2 seconds), the significant main effect of facial feature remained as in the
previous analyses with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction [F(1.14,27.29) = 35.50, p < .001,
ηp2 = .60]. However, there was also a significant main effect of drug [F(1, 24) = 4.86, p

=.037, ηp2 = .17]. As in the previous analyses, there were no other significant main
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effects or interactions [p > .05 in all instances]. If the two additional control participants
are excluded, these findings are the same, except the main effect of drug is no longer
significant [F(1,22) = 3.03, p = .10, ηp2 = .12]. In exploring our initial predictions for the
mean fixation time on AOIs during the first 2 seconds of the video clips, we found
similar results. In the placebo condition, the ASD and control groups did not differ in
fixation time on the eyes [t(24) = .22, p = .83, g = .09] or mouth [t(24) = 1.00, p = .33, g
= .39] during the beginning of the video clips. These findings remain the same if the two
additional control participants are also excluded [p > .10 in both instances]. Additionally
there was no between-drug difference in eye fixation for the ASD group [t(11) = 0.85, p
= .42, g =.37]. However, there was a trend for a between-drug difference in mouth
fixation within the ASD group, in which fixation time was lower in the propranolol
condition, as compared to the placebo condition [t(11) = 1.82, p = .10, g = .66]. Paired ttests within the control group revealed a trend for increased fixation on the eyes during
the beginning of the video clips in the propranolol condition, as compared to the placebo
condition, [t(13) = 1.99, p = .07, g = .43], but no significant difference in mouth fixation
between drugs [t(13) = 0.90, p = .39, g = .16]. If the additional control participants are
excluded, these findings remain non-significant [p > .10 in both instances].
Absolute fixation time at end of stimuli. For data collected at the end of the
video clips (last 2 seconds), the significant main effect of facial feature remained as in
previous analyses with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction [F(1.29,30.85) = 133.75, p <
.001, ηp2 = .85]. There was also trend for an interaction between drug and group [F(1,24)
= 4.26, p = .05, ηp2 = .15], but no other significant main effects or interactions [p > .05 in
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all instances]. These findings remain the same if the two additional control participants
are excluded. We also explored our initial predictions for the mean fixation time on
AOIs during the last 2 seconds of the video clips. We found no between-group
differences in eye fixation during the end of the video clips for the placebo condition,

[t(24) = 0.01, p = .99, g < .01]. However, there was a trend for mouth fixation time to be
greater in the ASD group, as compared to the control group, in the placebo condition
[t(15.571) = 2.01, p = .06, g = .95 (equal variances not assumed)]. In the propranolol
condition, this between-group difference is not present [t(24) = 0.131, p = .90, g = .05].
These findings remain the same if the two additional control participants are also
excluded, except the between-group difference in mouth fixation for the placebo
condition becomes significant [t(22) = 2.18, p = .046, g = .86]. As in previous analyses
for the ASD group, there was no between-drug difference in eye fixation during the end
of the video clips [t(11) = 0.21, p = .84, g = .06], but mouth fixation was significantly
lower in the propranolol condition, as compared to the placebo condition [t(11) = 2.40, p
= .04, g = .69]. Within the control group, there was a trend for eye fixation during the end
of the video clips to be greater in the propranolol condition, as compared to the placebo
condition [t(13) = 2.05, p = .06, g = .52]; however, there was no significant difference
between drug conditions for mouth fixation [t(13) = 0.55, p = .59, g = .14]. These
findings remain the same if the two additional control participants are excluded [p > .05
in both instances].
Relationship with ASD symptomatology. Linear regression models were used
to explore the relationship between ASD symptomatology and visual fixation on AOIs.
This analysis revealed a significant positive association between ADI-R nonverbal
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communication impairment subscores and the absolute mean time per second fixating on
the mouth in the placebo condition [R2 = .37, β = .60, F(1,9) = 5.17, p = .049] (Figure
2.3). A nonverbal communication subscore was not available for one of the ASD
participants, thus the regression was conducted using only the remaining ASD
participants (N = 11). No other significant correlations were found between ASD
symptomatology and absolute time spent fixating on the AOIs [p > .05 in all instances].

Figure 2.3. Scatterplot showing mouth fixation time per second during the
placebo condition as a function of ADI-R nonverbal communication subscore in
the ASD group. The corresponding linear regression line is also shown [R2 = .37].

Discussion
The present study serves as an initial exploration of the effects of the betaadrenergic antagonist propranolol on facial scanning in ASD. Although our findings did
not yield strong evidence of altered baseline facial scanning patterns in individuals with
ASD compared with controls, we did observe a decrease in mouth fixation with
propranolol administration in the ASD group. Many studies have shown atypical facial

scanning patterns in individuals with ASD (Boraston, Corden, Miles, Skuse, &
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Blakemore, 2008; Jones W, 2008; Klin et al., 2002), though some studies have failed to
find reduced eye contact specifically (Snow et al., 2011) or reduced eye contact in
addition to increased mouth fixation in this population (Dalton, Nacewicz, Alexander, &
Davidson, 2007; Dalton et al., 2005; Kirchner et al., 2011; Leung et al., 2013;
McPartland et al., 2011; Riby & Hancock, 2009; Riby & Hancock, 2008; Rutherford &
Towns, 2008; Sterling et al., 2008; Van Der Geest et al., 2002; Wilson et al., 2012; Yi et
al., 2014). This variability, in addition to the findings in the present study, may be
explained by a number of factors that are important to consider for future research.
The age and level of functioning of research participants may influence facial
scanning patterns detected in ASD. While our participants were young adults (mean age
= 18 years), the majority of past reports of reduced eye contact in ASD have come from
studies with relatively younger participants (ages 2-15 years) (Dalton et al., 2007; Dalton
et al., 2005; Jones W, 2008; Klin et al., 2002; Riby & Hancock, 2009; Riby & Hancock,
2008; Speer et al., 2007). However, others have failed to find this abnormality in
younger participants (Leung et al., 2013), and other studies still report decreased eye
contact in older participants (Boraston et al., 2008; Pelphrey et al., 2002; Sterling et al.,
2008). Overall, older individuals are more likely to be accustomed to looking at the eyes
of others based on experience (Greene et al., 2011) or through different types of
behavioral therapy (Bauminger, 2002; Dawson, Webb, Wijsman, et al., 2005; Hwang &
Hughes, 2000). This learning may have influenced the amount of time the participants
with ASD in the present study spent looking at the eyes. Similarly, lower-functioning
individuals may have more impaired eye contact, as a positive relationship between
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verbal IQ and length of eye fixation in ASD has been reported previously (Rutherford &
Towns, 2008). Accordingly, the participants in the present study, although older and
higher functioning, and thus ideal for compliance with experimental conditions, may

have demonstrated less impairment in facial scanning than lower functioning individuals
may have. Consistent with this assertion, we found a positive association between mouth
fixation time and the severity of nonverbal communication impairment experienced by
participants in our ASD group. Future studies including younger and lower functioning
participants will be important in further characterizing facial scanning abnormalities in
ASD as well as responsiveness to pharmacological treatment.
Previous studies have also argued that reduced fixation on the eye region of others
in ASD is only apparent when stimuli used in eye-tracking are representative of a
naturalistic social setting (Speer et al., 2007; Van Der Geest et al., 2002). Accordingly,
studies utilizing images (Riby & Hancock, 2008), videos (Klin & Jones, 2008; Riby &
Hancock, 2009), movie clips (Klin et al., 2002; Speer et al., 2007), or even cartoons
(Riby & Hancock, 2009) comprising individuals participating in a social interaction have
shown reduced eye fixation in ASD, whereas most studies involving static stimuli with
only one individual have not (Kirchner et al., 2011; Leung et al., 2013; McPartland et al.,
2011; Neumann et al., 2006; Rutherford & Towns, 2008; Speer et al., 2007; Van Der
Geest et al., 2002; Wilson et al., 2012). These differences in findings suggest that
dynamic video stimuli of humans are necessary when studying eye contact in ASD,
leading to the use of dynamic rather than static stimuli in the present study. Although
video stimuli similar to those of the present study have been reported to induce
sympathetic arousal in response to direct gaze in individuals with ASD (Kylliainen &

Hietanen, 2006), our finding of typical eye contact demonstrates that video stimuli of
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only faces may not be sufficient to detect eye contact impairment in all circumstances.
Future studies should utilize dynamic video stimuli with additional components, such as
sound (Klin & Jones, 2008; Klin et al., 2002), varying facial expressions (Boraston et al.,
2008; Dalton et al., 2007; Dalton et al., 2005; Pelphrey et al., 2002; Rutherford & Towns,
2008) or multiple individuals engaging in a social interaction (Riby & Hancock, 2008;
Speer et al., 2007) to further define the most effective stimuli to use in when studying
facial scanning in ASD and exploring the effects of pharmacological agents.
Although the preliminary exploration of the effects of propranolol on facial
scanning within the ASD group did not show an improvement in eye contact, there was a
reduction in mouth fixation with propranolol administration, indicating a potential benefit
of propranolol that warrants further exploration. We propose that this effect of
propranolol is related to its inhibitory influence on sympathetic nervous system arousal.
This hypothesis is supported by previous reports, in which stress and anxiety are
proposed to influence scanning in ASD (Bal et al., 2010; Corden et al., 2008; Dalton et
al., 2005; Joseph et al., 2008; Kaartinen et al., 2012; Kylliainen & Hietanen, 2006). One
study in particular found a positive relationship between sympathetic arousal in response
to emotional face stimuli and both total and proportional mouth fixation time in
individuals ASD (Wagner et al., 2012). It’s possible that individual differences in
autonomic activity or anxiety in individuals with ASD may account for the current
ambiguity in the results of studies examining facial scanning in ASD. To further
investigate this idea, future studies should include psychophysiological measurements of
ANS activity, such as skin conductance and heart rate variability. A psychophysiological
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approach to this question may be preferable due to potential issues regarding self-report

measures of anxiety in ASD (Mazefsky, Kao, & Oswald, 2011). Collecting this data will
not only allow for further characterization of the role of stress and anxiety in moderating
facial scanning patterns in ASD, but will also aid in predicting which individuals might
respond best to pharmacological agents aimed at reducing sympathetic activity.
Despite the reduction in mouth fixation with propranolol administration, we did
not clearly observe over-fixation on the mouth region in the placebo condition for the
ASD group. However, in one set of analyses (for fixation during the end of the video
clips) we observed that mouth fixation was significantly higher in the ASD group, as
compared to the control group, in the placebo condition. The decrease in mouth fixation
in the propranolol condition was also not accompanied by an apparent increase in fixation
on the other AOIs, suggesting that the visual fixation that was no longer directed at the
mouth may have been focused outside the AOIs or away from the screen. Future studies
are needed to not only attempt to replicate this finding, but also examine facial scanning
in populations for which a greater response to drug would be expected, such as lower
functioning or younger participants.
Additionally, according to current literature, it is not definitively clear whether
preference for the mouth region of faces is indicative of an adaptation (Falck-Ytter et al.,
2010), a deficit (Kirchner et al., 2011; Kliemann et al., 2010; Klin et al., 2002), or neither
(Jones W, 2008; Rutherford & Towns, 2008; Speer et al., 2007) for facial scanning in
ASD. The finding of a positive association between mouth fixation time and nonverbal
communication impairment in the present study provides support for the hypothesis that
mouth fixation may be maladaptive in ASD. It is worth noting that the ADI-R scores
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used for this analysis were from the Diagnostic Algorithm, in which parents were asked
about symptoms that occurred when the participant was between 4 and 5 years old with

the assistance of parent-generated landmarks (e.g. 4th birthday party) for this time period.
Future studies should also include scores from the Current Behavior Algorithm to further
explore relationships between current ASD-related symptomatology and facial scanning
patterns.
Interestingly, we did observe weak trends for increased eye fixation with
propranolol administration in the control group when absolute fixation time per second of
the video clips as well as absolute fixation time during the beginning and end of the clips
were examined. When examining the proportion of time spent fixating on the AOIs in
the control group, we also observed a weak trend for decreased mouth fixation in the
propranolol condition, as compared to the placebo condition. Although these effects in
controls are weak trends, this does raise a question of whether any impact of propranolol
on facial scanning is specific to ASD.
Of interest, propranolol administration was associated with decreased systolic
blood pressure and heart rate, confirming the expected physiological effect of this agent.
However, there was also a decrease observed in systolic blood pressure and heart rate
during the placebo condition, although to a lesser degree. This decrease is likely due to
habituation to the testing environment.
In addition to aforementioned factors that may have influenced the present
findings, additional limitations warrant consideration. Future studies should examine
activation of brain regions and networks known to be related to the processing of faces
(Dalton et al., 2005; Greene et al., 2011; Hadjikhani, Joseph, Snyder, & Tager-Flusberg,

2007; Kleinhans et al., 2008; Nacewicz et al., 2006) and facial scanning or processing
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strategies (Barton, Hefter, Cherkasova, & Manoach, 2007; Nagai et al., 2013; Rutherford,
Clements, & Sekuler, 2007), in order to account for the effect of individual differences in
facial scanning abilities as well as response to pharmacological intervention in ASD.
Lastly, the finding of more missing data points in the placebo condition, as compared to
the propranolol condition, across all participants indicates a potential effect of
propranolol on the ability of participants to maintain a still physical posture and comply
with the task. This finding is consistent with propranolol’s known effects on essential
tremor (Zesiewicz et al., 2011). However, future studies should incorporate attention
tasks to further investigate how propranolol may influence the ability of participants to
attend to facial stimuli.
Overall, this study presents an exploratory investigation of the effects of
propranolol on facial scanning patterns in ASD. Although eye fixation in ASD was
typical in the placebo condition, the effect of propranolol in reducing visual fixation on
the mouth suggests an important focus for further research. Future studies will need to
include larger samples, including younger and lower functioning individuals more likely
to show impairments, to better generalize findings to the rest of the ASD population. In
addition, the use of more naturalistic, complex stimuli and additional study components,
such as psychophysiological measures of autonomic activity and functional magnetic
resonance imaging, will be necessary. These future studies will aid in further defining
the role of stress and anxiety in facial scanning patterns in ASD as well as the effects of
beta-adrenergic antagonism in this domain.

CHAPTER THREE:
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EFFECTS OF BETA-ADRENERGIC ANTAGONISM
ON VERBAL PROBLEM SOLVING IN ASD

Introduction
Evidence suggests that individuals with ASD, particularly those who are highfunctioning, may display weak central coherence, or reduced utilization of context in the
external environment (Frith & Happe, 1994; Jolliffe & Baron-Cohen, 1999), in addition
to core symptomatology. This has been shown to manifest in the form of restricted
flexibility of access to semantic and associative networks (Beversdorf et al., 2007). The
hyperrestriction of these networks in individuals with ASD may lead to differences in
memory performance (Beversdorf et al., 2000; Minshew & Goldstein, 2001) and problem
solving impairments, especially for tasks requiring an individual to search through many
possible solutions to converge on a single answer (Alderson-Day, 2014; Minshew, Siegel,
Goldstein, & Weldy, 1994; Van Eylen et al., 2011; White, Burgess, & Hill, 2009). A
pharmacological agent that could improve access to semantic and associative networks
may provide cognitive benefits for this population.
The NE system is known to play a role in focusing attention (Aston-Jones,
Rajkowski, & Cohen, 1999) and maintaining the signal-to-noise ratio for cognitive
processing in response to stressors and other salient stimuli (Hasselmo, 1997). It has
been proposed that agents blocking this system could improve network flexibility by
increasing access to the “noise” and thus improving less constrained, more associative
processing (Alexander et al., 2007; Beversdorf et al., 1999). Previous studies have

demonstrated that the nonselective beta-adrenergic antagonist propranolol improves
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problem solving in typically developing individuals who experience difficulty with tasks
while those who solve problems more easily may not benefit from this agent (Campbell
et al., 2008). Propranolol has also been shown to reverse impairments induced by
stressors, such as public speaking, on cognitive flexibility tasks involving searching
through a wide range of possible solutions to solve a problem (Alexander et al., 2007).
Previous work comparing this agent to the gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) agonist
lorazepam has demonstrated that the effects of propranolol on cognitive flexibility appear
to be specific to NE modulation, as opposed to a nonspecific anxiolytic effect (Silver et
al., 2004). Furthermore, propranolol may provide benefits on even simple problems in
populations with elevated NE activity, such as individuals undergoing acute cocaine
withdrawal (Kelley et al., 2008) or those with post-traumatic stress disorder (Keeshin &
Strawn, 2012; Searcy et al., 2012).
Previous work has also suggested increased NE activity in individuals with ASD
(Lake et al., 1977; Launay et al., 1987). However, it should be noted that these findings
could be due to hyperarousal induced by testing or blood drawing (Minderaa et al., 1994).
Regardless, any elevation of norepinephrine paired with evidence of hyperrestricted
network flexibility points to potential cognitive benefits of propranolol for this
population. This prediction is further supported by a line of preliminary work exploring
the effects of this agent in individuals with ASD. An uncontrolled case series showed
social and language improvements with propranolol administration (Ratey et al., 1987),
and a series of single-dose psychopharmacological challenges have demonstrated positive
effects of propranolol on verbal fluency (Beversdorf et al., 2011), working memory
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(Bodner et al., 2012), and functional connectivity (Narayanan et al., 2010). Of particular
interest for semantic and associative processing, acute administration of propranolol has

also been shown to improve verbal problem solving, as measured by the anagram task, in
a small pilot study examining adults with ASD (Beversdorf et al., 2008). This task
assesses cognitive flexibility, as it requires participants to search through a wide range of
possible solutions before identifying a correct solution (Beversdorf et al., 1999). In this
pilot study, a benefit of propranolol was evident for the solution latency for simple, fiveletter anagrams, but no improvement was found for the number of anagrams solved, a
less sensitive measure (Beversdorf et al., 2002).
In the present study, we sought to further explore the effects of propranolol on
verbal problem solving in ASD by examining performance on an anagram task with a
broader range of difficulty, including complex and simple items, with a larger sample
size. We also sought to investigate markers for response to propranolol, as the clinical
heterogeneity of ASD (Geschwind, 2009) indicates that not every individual would
benefit from the same treatment. The known action of propranolol on sympathetic
activity suggests that baseline ANS functioning in individuals with ASD may determine
which individuals may experience benefits from this agent. This prediction is
strengthened by evidence of autonomic dysregulation in individuals with ASD (Bal et al.,
2010; Ming et al., 2005), which may be related to cognitive delays (Patriquin, Michelle A
et al., 2013). Anxiety, which is elevated in many individuals with ASD (Gillott et al.,
2001), may also predict response to propranolol, given this agent’s known anxiolytic
effects (Faigel, 1991; Lader, 1988). Thus, with the expanded sample size in the present
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study, we explored the effects of propranolol on anxiety, as well as whether the response
to this agent was associated with baseline anxiety levels or autonomic activity.

Methods
Participants. Twenty individuals with high-functioning ASD were recruited
from the University of Missouri Thompson Center for Autism & Neurodevelopmental
Disorders (Table 3.1). ASD diagnoses were confirmed by the ADI-R (Lord et al., 1994).
Eighteen participants met full criteria for autism. Both remaining participants met
criteria for clinical diagnoses of Asperger syndrome according to DSM-IV criteria (APA,
2000), and one met criteria for ASD on three ADI-R subscales, but was one point below
criteria on the restricted, repetitive behavior subscale. All participants had an estimated
full-scale IQ of at least 85, as confirmed by the WASI (Psychological Corporation, 1999),
were native English speakers, and had no other secondary language-related or learning
disorders. None of the participants were taking any NE agents at the time of study
participation, but non-contraindicated medications were allowed to continue.
Accordingly, five participants were concurrently taking selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitors and two were taking atypical antipsychotics. As previously noted, participants
with risk factors for exposure to propranolol, such as current diagnoses of asthma,
bradycardia, and depression, were excluded. All participants consented in accordance
with the Health Sciences Institutional Review Board of the University of Missouri.

Table 3.1. Participant demographics for verbal problem solving study.
N (M:F)
20 (19:1)
Age (yrs) (Range)
21.39 ± 4.55 (15:31)
WASI Verbal IQ
109.55 ± 13.77
WASI Performance IQ
108.95 ± 15.35
WASI Full Scale IQ
110.75 ± 14.58
ADI-R Social Subscore
18.15 ± 5.68
ADI-R Communication
12.20 ± 3.97
ADI-R Repetitive Behavior Subscore
5.80 ± 2.14
ADI-R Age of Abnormality Subscore
3.00 ± 1.03
N: number of participants; M: male; F: female; WASI: Wechsler Abbreviated
Scales of Intelligence; ADI-R: Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised.
Mean ± SD in each cell.
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Procedures. Each participant completed two testing sessions in a within-subject,
crossover design. Following baseline measurements of ANS functioning and anxiety,
drug was administered in a double-blind, counterbalanced manner. Participants were
randomized to receive 40mg propranolol, the dose used in our previous studies
(Beversdorf et al., 2008), or placebo via oral capsule during the first testing session. At
the second testing session, participants received the drug not given at the first session. As
with previous work (Beversdorf et al., 2008), a 60-minute waiting period followed drug
administration to allow for peak drug effects during testing. Heart rate and blood
pressure were recorded with a wrist cuff (ReliOn 6021REL, Bentonville, AR) both before
drug administration and after the waiting period to confirm the expected physiological
effects of propranolol. Participants were then administered a series of behavioral tasks
including a set of anagrams. Testing sessions for each participant were conducted at least
24 hours apart to allow for complete clearance of the drug.
Baseline ANS measurements. At the beginning of each testing session, baseline
ANS functioning was recorded via electrocardiography (ECG) and skin conductance for
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a period of 5 minutes after 3 minutes of acclimation using a BIOPAC MP150 acquisition
unit with GSR100c and ECG100c amplifier modules and AcqKnowledge 4.1 software
(BIOPAC Systems, Inc., Goleta, CA). For ECG recordings, two disposable electrodes
were placed on the chest, one just below the right collarbone and the other below the left
breast. For skin conductance recordings, transducers prepared with isotonic gel were
placed on the middle and index fingers of the non-dominant hand and secured with
Velcro straps.
ECG data was analyzed using Kubios HRV version 2.2 (University of Eastern
Finland, Kuopio, Finland). Data was examined for motion artifact, and when artifacts
were present, a piecewise cubic spline interpolation method was used to correct the data
at a “very low” threshold level, as defined by Kubios. To index autonomic activity, the
following time-domain heart rate variability (HRV) parameters were calculated from the
corrected ECG data: the standard deviation of all R-R intervals (SDNN), the root mean
square differences of adjacent R-R intervals (RMSSD), and the proportion of successive
R-R intervals differing by more than 50 ms (pNN50) (Task Force of the European
Society of Cardiology the North American Society of Pacing Electrophysiology, 1996).
As this data was collected prior to drug administration, each HRV measurement was
averaged across the two testing sessions to obtain a mean baseline value.
Prior to skin conductance analyses, data were visually examined and segments
containing motion artifact were manually removed using AcqKnowledge 4.1. Skin
conductance data was averaged across the 5-minute recording periods from each testing
session to determine mean baseline skin conductance level (SCL), an index of
sympathetic activity (Dawson, Schell, & Filion, 2007).
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Anxiety assessments. Anxiety was assessed prior to drug administration via the
Spence Children’s Anxiety Scale (SCAS) (Spence, 1998). This 45-item self-report
questionnaire yields a total score and scores for 6 subscales: separation anxiety, social
phobia, obsessive compulsive, panic/agoraphobia, physical injury fears, and generalized
anxiety. The SCAS has been shown to be sensitive to specific anxiety symptoms in

children and adults with ASD in previous studies (Gillott et al., 2001; Gillott & Standen,
2007). Normative data for the SCAS exists only for children ages 7 to 19 (Muris,
Schmidt, & Merckelbach, 2000), thus raw subscale scores were used in the present study.
Following drug administration, the Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI) (Beck, Epstein,
Brown, & Steer, 1988) was given to measure drug effects on anxiety levels. This wellvalidated, widely used questionnaire assesses the degree to which a participant is
experiencing generalized anxiety symptoms via 21-item self-report items. The age range
for the BAI is 17 to 80 years old, but this measure has been shown to be psychometrically
reliable and valid in adolescents ages 14 to 18 (Osman et al., 2002).
Anagram task. During each testing session, participants were given a separate
set of 20 words (anagrams) to unscramble as quickly as possible (e.g., IRBCK→
BRICK). Each set of anagrams contained 14 five-letter and 6 seven-letter words. This
set of anagrams was expanded from the 14 five-letter words in a previous study
(Beversdorf et al., 2008). As in our previous work (Beversdorf et al., 2008; Campbell et
al., 2008) participants had a maximum of 120s for each anagram, with failure to respond
correctly recorded as 120s. The number of anagrams correctly solved and the mean
latency (s) to correct response across the 20 anagrams was recorded for each testing
session. To define response to drug for the number of anagrams solved, performance

during the placebo condition was subtracted from performance during the propranolol
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condition. The reverse was calculated for drug response for anagrams solution latency so
that a reduction in latency with propranolol compared with placebo resulted in a positive
difference score.
Statistical analyses. To test for potential practice effects on anagram task
performance, which could affect subsequent analyses despite the use of separate anagram
sets, we compared performance between the first and second testing sessions via paired
samples t-tests. We then used repeated measures ANOVAs to explore differences
between the placebo and propranolol conditions for anagram task performance (mean
latency for correct solution and number of items solved). When practice effects were
present in the data, we instead used analyses of covariance (ANCOVAs) with a dummycoded categorical variable indicating which drug the participants received during their
first testing session included as a covariate to control for these effects. To explore drug
effects on BAI scores, we used Wilcoxon signed-rank tests, as this data was not normally
distributed. For anagrams performance variables that showed a significant between-drug
difference, we conducted hierarchical linear regressions to explore relationships between
response to propranolol for anagrams performance and baseline measures of ANS
functioning and anxiety. Potential control variables to include in these regressions (e.g.,
age, IQ, years of education) were identified via Pearson’s correlations. We also explored
drug effects on heart rate and blood pressure via paired samples t-tests. All statistical
analyses were conducted by a blinded researcher using SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics 22,
Chicago, IL).

Results
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Anagram task performance. Time recording errors and the early discontinuation
of a testing session resulted in missing data for the anagrams task for two participants.
The remaining participants (n = 18) were included in data analyses. Raw latencies for
correct responses were normally distributed [Shapiro-Wilk W ≥ .90, p > .05 for both drug
conditions], therefore all analyses were performed on raw anagram latencies. Tests for
practice effects revealed a trend towards shorter anagram solution latency on the second
testing session, as compared to the first session [t(17) = 1.65, p = .12, g = .32]. Thus, an
ANCOVA with drug order included as a covariate was used to explore drug effects for
this outcome variable. There was significant main effect of drug for the mean latency to
correct response [F(1,16) = 7.35, p = .02, ηp2 = .32]. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons
revealed significantly shorter solution latency in the propranolol condition [M = 17.27,
SD = 9.36], as compared to the placebo condition [M = 21.35, SD = 10.41] [p =.04] (Fig.
3.1a). In contrast, there was no significant main effect of drug for the number of
anagrams correctly solved [F(1,17) = 0.64, p = .44, ηp2 = .04] (Fig. 3.1b).
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Figure 3.1. Effects of propranolol, as compared to placebo, on anagram task performance.
(a) Mean latency to correct response between drug conditions; (b) Mean number of
anagrams solved correctly between drug conditions. Bars represent SEM. *p < .05

Drug effects on anxiety and cardiovascular measurements. A KolmogorovSmirnov test revealed that the BAI scores in each drug condition were non-normally
distributed [D(20) > 0.20, p < .01 in both instances]. Subsequent Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests did not show significant differences between the propranolol and placebo conditions
for BAI scores [Z = 0.18, p = .86, r = .04].
Paired t-tests showed that systolic, but not diastolic, blood pressure was
significantly lower than baseline after propranolol administration [t(17) = 2.53, p = .02, g
= .57]. The same change was observed for heart rate [t(17) = 2.93, p = .01, g = .66].
Heart rate also decreased from baseline in the placebo condition [t(17) = 3.10, p = .01, g
= .45]. Although mean heart rate and systolic blood pressure were lower after
propranolol than after placebo, measurements of heart rate and blood pressure did not
differ significantly between drug conditions at either baseline or post-drug administration
[t < 2.0, p > .10, g < .78, in all instances].
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Relationships between drug response and measures of ANS functioning and
anxiety. Explorations of potential covariates revealed a trending negative correlation
between age and drug response for solution latency on the anagrams task [r = -.39, p =

.11], therefore age was included as a control variable in each hierarchical regression. We
observed a significant negative linear relationship between response to propranolol for
mean solution latency and mean baseline RMSSD [F(2,15) = 3.96, p = .04, R2 = .35]
(Table 3.2).

Table 3.2. Hierarchical regression analysis of HRV (RMSSD)
predictor of response to propranolol for solution latency.
Predictors
Drug Response
R2 change
β
Step 1
.15
Age
-0.39
Step 2
.19
Age
-.45#
mean RMSSD
-.44#
2
Total R
.35
Total F(2,15)
3.96*
RMSSD: the root mean square differences of adjacent R-R
intervals; #p=.05; *p < .05

The same relationship was present between drug response for solution latency and mean
baseline pNN50 [F(2,15) = 4.04, p = .04, R2= .35] (Table 3.3).

Table 3.3. Hierarchical regression analysis of HRV (pNN50)
predictor of response to propranolol for solution latency.
Predictors
Drug Response
R2 change
β
Step 1
.15
Age
-0.39
Step 2
.20
Age
-.42
mean pNN50
-.44#
2
Total R
.35
Total F(2,15)
4.04*
pNN50: proportion of successive R-R intervals differing by
more than 50 ms; #p=.05; *p < .05
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There was a trend towards a negative relationship between drug response and mean
baseline SDNN [F(2,15) = 3.12, p = .07, R2 = .29]. In contrast, we did not observe a
significant relationship between drug response for solution latency and mean baseline
SCL [F(2,15) = 1.59, p = .24, R2 = .18].
We also observed a significant positive linear relationship between response to
propranolol for mean solution latency and baseline SCAS separation anxiety subscale
scores [F(2,15) = 4.37, p = .03, R2 = .37] (Table 3.4), but none of the other subscales nor
the total score [F < 2.50 , p > .10, R2 < .25, in all instances].

Table 3.4. Hierarchical regression analysis of SCAS-SA
predictor of response to propranolol for solution latency.
Predictors
Drug Response
R2 change
β
Step 1
.15
Age
-0.39
Step 2
.21
Age
-.46*
SCAS SA score
.47*
2
Total R
.37
Total F(2,15)
4.37*
SCAS-SA: Separation anxiety subscale score on the Spence
Children’s Anxiety Scale; *p < .05

Discussion
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The present study demonstrates improved performance on verbal problem
solving, as measured by the anagram task, with acute administration of propranolol in
individuals with ASD. The participants correctly solved anagrams more quickly with
propranolol than with placebo. This was evident when analyses controlled for potential
practice effects, in which participants tended to perform better during their second testing
session, confirming the observations in the previous pilot study (Beversdorf et al., 2008).
As has been observed previously, there were no significant effects on the number of
anagram items solved, as this measure is less sensitive than solution latency to
pharmacological effects (Beversdorf et al., 2008; Beversdorf et al., 2002). These positive
effects of propranolol on verbal problem solving are also consistent with other previously
shown cognitive benefits of this agent for individuals with ASD (Beversdorf et al., 2011;
Bodner et al., 2012).
The observed effect of beta-adrenergic antagonism may be driven by dampened
NE activity and thus improved semantic and associative network flexibility (Alexander et
al., 2007; Beversdorf et al., 1999). This type of cognitive flexibility is necessary to
perform well on problem solving tasks, such as anagrams, which involve exploring a
wide range of possibilities to converge on a solution (Gavurin, 1975). Further supporting
this mechanism, it is known that individuals with ASD have restricted access to semantic
and associative networks (Beversdorf et al., 2007; Cohen, 1994; McClelland, 2000), and
impairments in cognitive flexibility (Van Eylen et al., 2011), as well as potential
elevations in NE activity (Lake et al., 1977; Launay et al., 1987). Additionally, it does
not appear that a nonspecific reduction in anxiety is driving the observed effect, as we did
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not see a significant effect of propranolol on anxiety levels. However, it should be noted
that self-report questionnaires, such as those used in the present study, might measure
symptom severity less accurately in individuals with ASD due to difficulties with
introspection in this population (Gillott et al., 2001).
It is also possible that this finding is related to a peripheral action of propranolol.
As expected, both systolic blood pressure and heart rate were lower following
propranolol administration. Of note, heart rate also decreased in the placebo condition,

but this is likely due to habituation to the testing environment. Though peripheral effects
are present, previous work has demonstrated that anagram solution latency is lower
following acute propranolol administration than with nadolol, an agent that acts only
peripherally (Beversdorf et al., 2002). This suggests that propranolol affects cognition
through a central mechanism, such as an altered signal-to-noise ratio of neuronal activity
within the cortex (Hasselmo, 1997), though further work to better characterize this
pathway is needed.
In our investigation of potential treatment response markers, we observed a
relationship between two measures of baseline heart rate variability and response to
propranolol for anagrams performance. Specifically, there was a negative association
between both RMSSD and pNN50, which index parasympathetic nervous system activity
(Task Force, 1996), and drug response. These relationships were only statistically
significant when age, which has been shown to influence anagrams performance (Witte
& Freund, 1995), was included as a predictor in the model. The negative nature of this
association suggests that those with lower baseline parasympathetic activity may exhibit
greater improvements with propranolol administration than those with higher

parasympathetic activity. Lower parasympathetic activity could indicate elevated
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sympathetic activity in these individuals, which would be consistent with other reports
(Bal et al., 2010; Hirstein et al., 2001; Ming et al., 2005). Additionally, it has been
demonstrated that beta-adrenergic antagonists may boost parasympathetic activity by
dampening sympathetic nervous system activity (Pagani et al., 1986; Pitzalis et al., 1998),
further explaining the observed relationships. However, a relationship with drug
response was not observed for baseline sympathetic activity, as measured by skin
conductance. This could be due to difficulties with measuring skin conductance, which is
highly susceptible to motion artifact (Hirstein et al., 2001), in this population.
There was also a positive relationship between a measure of baseline separation
anxiety and response to propranolol on the anagram task. This suggests that those with
higher separation anxiety may experience a greater benefit from the drug. Given
propranolol’s anxiolytic properties (Faigel, 1991; Lader, 1988), and evidence of
heightened anxiety, including separation anxiety (Gillott et al., 2001), in individuals with
ASD, anxiety levels may serve as an additional response marker for this agent. However,
this relationship was only observed for the separation anxiety subscale of a self-report
anxiety questionnaire. Moreover, we did not observe a reduction in anxiety with
propranolol in the present study. Additional investigation is needed to further
characterize the relationships observed between both anxiety and autonomic activity and
drug response in the present study, as well as explore other potential markers.
Though the present study demonstrates promising benefits of propranolol for
individuals with ASD, a few limitations should be noted. The relatively limited age and
IQ range of the study limit the generalizability of our findings. Additionally, the single-

dose psychopharmacological challenge design, while a necessary initial step in
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identifying potential therapeutic agents and targets, does not characterize the effects of
serial doses. Future studies should expand to pilot clinical trials, incorporating a larger
sample, including younger and lower functioning individuals. These investigations
should also explore the effects of propranolol on other cognitive domains and broader
clinical outcome measures, as well as core symptoms of ASD, for which current
pharmacological agents are sorely lacking (Young & Findling, 2015). Initial studies
suggest that this agent may provide benefits for core symptoms including social and
language abilities (Ratey et al., 1987). Additional future directions include examining the
combined effects of propranolol and behavioral intervention for ASD, an approach that
other pharmacological studies have adopted (Du et al., 2015; Silverman et al., 2014).
Further exploring the mechanism of action of this agent for cognitive flexibility as well as
other domains via animal models would also help refine treatment targets. One study has
demonstrated that intraperitoneal injection of propranolol in rats improved performance
on a novel cognitive flexibility task, suggesting that some behavioral effects of this agent
can be modeled in animals (Hecht, Will, Schachtman, Welby, & Beversdorf, 2014).
Overall, the present study provides further evidence of therapeutic effects of the
beta-adrenergic antagonist propranolol for cognitive abilities in individuals with ASD.
Furthermore, the effects of this agent may be associated with baseline autonomic activity
and anxiety, suggesting potential treatment response markers. Future studies are needed
to better characterize these findings in the context of both mechanistic explorations and
clinical trials.

CHAPTER FOUR:
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EFFECTS OF BETA-ADRENERGIC ANTAGONISM
ON CONVERSATIONAL RECIPROCITY IN ASD2

Introduction
Pharmacological intervention can be an important component of treatment for
ASD symptoms. However, most currently available agents target psychiatric symptoms
associated with ASD, such as irritability and agitation (Myers & Johnson, 2007). No
pharmacological treatments have been reliably shown to improve core symptoms of ASD
(Volkmar, 2001), especially when it comes to impairments in social functioning (Farmer
et al., 2013). A few pilot investigations involving the neurohormone oxytocin (Hollander
et al., 2007) as well as glutamatergic (Erickson et al., 2007) and GABAergic agents
(Erickson et al., 2014) have shown some promise in the social domain, but larger,
randomized trials have not yet demonstrated significant benefits (Dadds et al., 2014;
Young & Findling, 2015). Exploring additional agents for these symptoms is crucial for
the advancement of pharmacological intervention for ASD, especially in the adult
population, for which behavioral therapy is less developed and studied (Gaus, 2011;
Myers & Johnson, 2007).
The NE system may be a potential target for effective pharmacological
intervention for ASD. Previous studies have suggested increased NE activity in ASD
(Lake et al., 1977; Launay et al., 1987), which may relate negatively to vocabulary ability
(Cook et al., 1990). However, some studies have not supported these NE alterations
2

Zamzow, R. M., Ferguson, B. J., Stichter, J. P., Porges, E. C., Ragsdale, A. S., Lewis, M. L., &
Beversdorf, D. Q. (2016). Effects of propranolol on conversational reciprocity in autism spectrum disorder:
A pilot, double-blind, single-dose psychopharmacological challenge study. Psychopharmacology, 233,
1171-1178.
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(Minderaa et al., 1994). Other studies have shown that stress responses (Tordjman et al.,
1997) and anxiety levels (Gillott et al., 2001), both of which involve increases in NE
activity (Charney & Redmond, 1983; Ward et al., 1983), are elevated in ASD. Previous
studies have also indicated that these symptoms relate to social impairments in ASD

(Bellini, 2004), further suggesting the potential benefit of a pharmacological agent aimed
at the NE system.
Propranolol, a centrally and peripherally active nonselective beta-adrenergic
antagonist, reduces NE system activity. This known anxiolytic has been used off-label
for test anxiety (Faigel, 1991) and performance anxiety (Lader, 1988) for several
decades. Propranolol was first explored within the context of ASD in an uncontrolled
case series, which reported improvements in language and sociability (Ratey et al., 1987).
Our laboratory has since investigated the effects of this agent on a wide range of
behaviors known to be affected in ASD, including verbal abilities (Beversdorf et al.,
2008; Beversdorf et al., 2011), working memory (Bodner et al., 2012), and functional
connectivity (Narayanan et al., 2010) in single-dose psychopharmacological challenge
studies. To date, no double-blind, placebo-controlled study has examined the effects of
propranolol on social-related impairments in ASD. In the present pilot study, we
explored whether acute propranolol administration improves social functioning in the
form of conversational reciprocity, a key skill for successful social interactions, in
individuals with ASD during a single-dose psychopharmacological challenge. We
predicted that propranolol would improve conversational reciprocity.
It is also important to explore potential moderators and mediators of this agent’s
effects, as ASD is characterized by profound clinical heterogeneity (Geschwind, 2009).

Though there are many potential pathways through which propranolol could influence
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behavior, both at the central and peripheral level (Damasio, Everitt, & Bishop, 1996;
Hasselmo, 1997), we explored two hypotheses informed by the expected effects of
propranolol and known characteristics of ASD. Given the role of NE activity in ANS
functioning, changes in autonomic activity associated with propranolol may mediate this
agent’s other effects. It’s also possible that baseline levels of autonomic activity could
determine which individuals experience benefits from this agent. Furthermore, previous
studies have suggested autonomic dysregulation in the ASD population (Bal et al., 2010;
Ming et al., 2005), which may be related to social and emotional functioning, language,
and cognition (Guy et al., 2014; Neuhaus et al., 2014; Patriquin, Michelle A et al., 2013).
Additionally, the known anxiolytic actions of propranolol, evidence of increased anxiety
in ASD (Gillott et al., 2001), and a potential association between autonomic
dysregulation and anxiety in this population (Guy et al., 2014) suggest that anxiety may
influence propranolol’s effects. Accordingly, in the present study, we examined how
autonomic activity and anxiety levels might moderate or mediate the effects of
propranolol, suggesting potential treatment response markers for future explorations of
this agent.

Methods
Participants. Data for the present study were collected in concert with those
presented in the previous chapter in this dissertation. Accordingly, a sample of 20
individuals with high-functioning ASD [Mean age: 21.39 ± 4.55 (SD), 19 males] was
recruited from the University of Missouri Thompson Center for Autism &

Neurodevelopmental Disorders (Table 4.1). In line with our previous studies, ASD
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diagnoses were confirmed by the ADI-R (Lord et al., 1994). Eighteen participants met
full criteria for autism. Both remaining participants met criteria for clinical diagnoses of
Asperger syndrome according to DSM-IV criteria (APA, 2000), and one met criteria for
ASD on three ADI-R subscales, but was one point below criteria on the restricted,
repetitive behavior subscale. All participants had an estimated full-scale IQ of at least 85,
as confirmed by the WASI (Psychological Corporation, 1999), were native English
speakers, and had no other secondary language or learning disorders. None of the
participants were taking any NE agents or stimulants at the time of study participation,
but non-contraindicated medications were allowed to continue. As such, five participants
were concurrently taking selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors and two were taking
atypical antipsychotics. As previously explained, participants with risk factors for
exposure to propranolol, such as current diagnoses of asthma, bradycardia, and
depression, were excluded. All participants provided informed consent in accordance
with the Health Sciences Institutional Review Board of the University of Missouri.
Table 4.1. Participant demographics for conversational reciprocity study.
N (M:F)
20 (19:1)
Age (yrs) (Range)
21.39 ± 4.55 (15:31)
WASI VIQ
109.55 ± 13.77
WASI PIQ
108.95 ± 15.35
WASI FSIQ
110.75 ± 14.58
ADI-R Social Subscore
18.15 ± 5.68
ADI-R Communication
12.20 ± 3.97
ADI-R Repetitive Behavior Subscore
5.80 ± 2.14
ADI-R Age of Abnormality Subscore
3.00 ± 1.03
N: number of participants; M: male; F: female; WASI: Wechsler Abbreviated
Scales of Intelligence; ADI-R: Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised.
Mean ± SD in each cell.

Procedure & drug administration. Each participant completed two testing
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sessions in a within-subject, crossover design. At the start of each session, baseline
psychophysiological measurements of autonomic activity were recorded. Drug was then
administered in a double-blind, counterbalanced manner. For the first study session,
participants were randomized to receive 40mg propranolol, the dose used in our previous
studies, or placebo via oral capsule. At the second study session, participants received
the drug not given at the first study session. Following drug administration and a 60minute waiting period to allow for peak drug effects, participants were then administered
a series of behavioral tasks, including our primary social outcome measure of
conversational reciprocity, and questionnaires, during which psychophysiological
measurements were continuously recorded. Study sessions for each participant were
conducted at least 24 hours apart to allow for complete clearance of the drug.
Conversational reciprocity task. Conversational reciprocity was assessed using
the Conversational Reciprocity task of the General Social Outcome Measure (GSOM
CR), a measure of social competence that has been shown to be sensitive to changes in
behavior over time (Stichter, Herzog, O'Connor, & Schmidt, 2012). In this task, several
social interaction skills were assessed during a brief conversation between the
participants and a researcher. At the start of the task, participants chose between two
topics for the conversation (e.g., “plans for the weekend” or “hobbies”), and then the
researcher provided an open-ended comment or question to initiate a conversation.
Following standard administration procedures, a single, consistent researcher, blind to
drug conditions, rated the participants’ performance across six domains of social skills
related to maintaining a reciprocal conversation: (1) Staying on topic ‒ maintaining the

chosen topic or appropriately shifting to a related topic, (2) Sharing information ‒ the
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frequency of sharing new information, (3) Reciprocity ‒ providing or eliciting
information (i.e., asking a question) beyond simple or vague comments, (4)
Transitions/Interruptions ‒ ability to transition appropriately from listener to speaker role,
(5) Nonverbal communication ‒ indication of physical engagement via nodding and body
posture, and (6) Eye contact ‒ degree of appropriateness of provided eye contact. Each
domain was scored on a scale of 0 to 2, with increments of 1 or 0.5 depending on the
domain. An operational definition was provided for each score across each domain, but
generally a score of 0 was given when the social skill was not demonstrated or was
presented in an inappropriate manner. Demonstrations of skills to a fair but less than
typical degree were given a score of 1, and a score of 2 was reserved for demonstrations
of skills that were representative of typical performance. During the conversation, the
researcher could provide a single prompt, such as a question or “tell me more about . . .”
statement, encouraging the participant to provide additional information and continue the
conversation. Additional prompts required to accurately assess the conversation resulted
in a 0.5-point deduction from the sharing information domain score. Additionally,
participants could gain or lose 0.5 points in the reciprocity domain, depending on the
quality of their reciprocal interjections. A total score for the task was also computed by
summing the domain scores.
Self-report anxiety questionnaires. Self-report anxiety was assessed via the
SCAS (Spence, 1998) and the BAI (Beck et al., 1988). The SCAS was administered
prior to drug administration to assess baseline anxiety levels. This well-validated, 45item self-report questionnaire is scored across 6 subscales: separation anxiety, social
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phobia, obsessive compulsive, panic/agoraphobia, physical injury fears, and generalized

anxiety. The SCAS has been used previously to assess anxiety in individuals with ASD,
including adults, given a paucity of assessment measures for this population (Gillott &
Standen, 2007). As previously noted, normative data for the SCAS exists only for
children ages 7 to 19 (Muris et al., 2000), thus raw subscale scores were used in the
present study. The BAI was administered after drug administration to assess betweendrug differences in anxiety levels. This 21-item self-report measure assesses the degree
to which a participant is experiencing anxiety-related symptoms. The BAI is designed
for individuals aged 17 to 80, but this measure has been shown to be psychometrically
reliable and valid in adolescents ages 14 to 18 (Osman et al., 2002).
Psychophysiological measurements. Autonomic activity was assessed via
psychophysiological measurements of ECG and skin conductance. During each study
session, ECG and skin conductance data were recorded at baseline for a period of 5
minutes after 3 minutes of acclimation, as well as continuously during task
administration, using a BIOPAC MP150 acquisition unit with GSR100c and ECG100c
amplifier modules (BIOPAC Systems, Inc., Goleta, CA). For ECG recordings, two
disposable electrodes were placed on the chest, one just below the right collarbone and
the other below the left breast. For skin conductance recordings, transducers prepared
with isotonic gel were placed on the middle and index fingers of the non-dominant hand
and secured with Velcro straps.
Psychophysiological data processing. Baseline and during-task ECG and skin
conductance data were collected using AcqKnowledge 4.1 (BIOPAC Systems, Inc.). RR intervals were extracted from ECG data in AcqKnowledge 4.1 and then edited as
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previously described (Lewis, Furman, McCool, & Porges, 2012) to remove artifacts with
CardioEdit software (Brain-Body Center, University of Illinois at Chicago, 2007). The
intervals were linearly interpolated and filtered (0.12-0.40 Hz) to remove the effects of
spontaneous breathing (Porges, 1995). CardioBatch software (Brain-Body Center,
University of Illinois at Chicago, 2007) (Porges, 1985; Porges & Bohrer, 1990) was then
used to analyze the data and measure respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA), naturally

occurring heart rate variability associated with respiration. RSA is commonly used as an
index of parasympathetic activity (Berntson, Cacioppo, & Quigley, 1993) and has been
proposed as an indicator of behavioral and physiological functioning in ASD (Porges,
2004). Data for RSA was quantified for sequential 15-second epochs and averaged
across each baseline or during-task data collection period. Prior to skin conductance
analyses, data were visually examined and segments containing motion artifact, as
confirmed by experimenter notes indicating participant movement, were manually
removed using AcqKnowledge 4.1. Skin conductance data was averaged to determine
mean SCL, an index of sympathetic activity (Dawson et al., 2007), both at baseline and
during task administration.
Statistical analyses. All statistical analyses were conducted by a blinded
researcher using SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics 22, Chicago, IL). To explore our a priori
hypothesis of an effect of propranolol on conversational reciprocity, we used paired
samples t-tests and Wilcoxon signed-rank tests, when the data were non-normal
according to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, to compare the GSOM CR task total and
domain scores between drug conditions. Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons
were employed for the task domain tests. We examined the data for potential order

effects on task performance via paired samples t-tests between study sessions 1 and 2.
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Additionally, as the present GSOM CR data was collected in concert with the anagrams
task data in the previous study, we used a bivariate correlation to test for a relationship
between these two measures in terms of response to propranolol. To define response to
propranolol, the placebo condition task scores were subtracted from the propranolol
condition scores. To explore drug effects on BAI scores, we used Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests as this data was not normally distributed.
A series of regression models were used to evaluate relationships between
baseline measurements of autonomic activity and response to propranolol for the GSOM
CR task. Regressions were only run for GSOM CR task domains for which there was a
significant between-drug difference in task performance. In these regressions, we tested
the average of baseline data for each autonomic variable (RSA and SCL) across both
study visits as potential moderators. We also explored the individual study visits
separately, as missing or excessively noisy data resulted in only one session of data for
some participants. We used simple linear regressions when examining the response to
propranolol on the GSOM CR total score and binary logistic regressions for the
nonverbal communication score, as the data was distributed in a binomial fashion.
Simple linear regressions and binary logistic regressions were also used to assess
relationships between baseline anxiety (SCAS scores) and response to propranolol for the
GSOM CR task total score and nonverbal communication score, respectively. Bonferroni
corrections were used to adjust for the number of hypotheses tested.
We also explored drug effects on autonomic variables via two-way (drug by time
point) repeated measures ANOVAs, in which baseline and during-task autonomic data

for each drug condition were included as repeated measures. These tests were followed
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by mediation analyses to explore whether drug effects on conversational reciprocity were
mediated by indirect effects on autonomic activity or anxiety. These analyses were
performed as described in Judd et al. 2001 with the MEMORE macro for SPSS, which
makes inferences about indirect effects based on 5000 bootstrap samples and conducts
Sobel tests of significance (Judd, Kenny, & McClelland, 2001; Montoya & Hayes, In
Press). In three separate tests, autonomic activity (RSA and SCL) and anxiety data
collected during each drug condition were included as mediators and GSOM CR task
total scores from each condition were included as dependent variables. The binomial
distribution of the nonverbal communication domain scores precluded mediation analyses
for this outcome.

Results
Behavioral tasks and questionnaires. Propranolol improved performance on the
GSOM CR task total score when compared to the placebo condition [t(19) = 2.36, p =
.03, g = .40] (Figure 4.1a). As expected with the scales used, data for each domain of the
task was not distributed normally [D(20)>0.20, p <.001 in all instances]. Performance on
the nonverbal communication domain scores improved with propranolol, as compared to
placebo, according to Wilcoxon signed-rank tests [Z = 2.00, p < .05, r = .45]. However,
this finding did not withstand Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons for the
domain scores. There was also a trend suggesting that propranolol improved sharing
information scores [Z = 1.64, p = .10, r = .37] (Figure 4.1b). Task performance did not
differ between propranolol and placebo for any other domain [all p > .10]. Additionally,
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there were potential ceiling effects for the Topic and Transitions/Interruptions domains,
in which 17/20 and 20/20 participants received the highest possible score of 2,
respectively (Figure 4.1a). As the length of the conversations in the GSOM CR task
varied between study sessions and participants, we compared conversation length

between drug conditions but found no significant difference [p > .10]. Additionally, we
did not observe any order effects on task performance, as the total and subscale scores did
not differ significantly between the first and second study visits [p > .50 in each
instance]. Furthermore, a bivariate correlation did not reveal a significant relationship
between response to propranolol for the GSOM CR total score and for the mean latency
to correct anagrams response [r = .32, p = .20].
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Figure 4.1. Effects of propranolol on the General Social Outcome Measure Conversational
Reciprocity task (GSOM CR) total and domain scores. (a) Mean total task score; (b) Mean score
for individual conversation domains. There was a ceiling effect for the transitions/interruptions
domain. Bars represent SEM. * p < .05, # p = .10 (uncorrected)

The BAI scores were also non-normally distributed [D(20) > 0.20, p < .01 in both
instances]. Propranolol did not influence scores on this self-report measure of anxiety,
according to Wilcoxon signed-rank tests [Z = 0.18, p = .86, r = .04].
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Evaluation of potential treatment response predictors. Prior to RSA analyses,
missing data or excessive motion artifact resulted in the exclusion of two participants’
baseline data from one study session and eight participants’ during-task data from one or
both sessions. Using the remaining baseline data (N=20 with at least one session), we
then examined relationships between RSA and response to propranolol on the GSOM CR
task (both total score and nonverbal communication score). Baseline RSA did not
significantly influence the drug effect on this task in the form of linear or logistic
relationships, when we explored RSA averaged across both study sessions or each study
session separately [all p > .10]. Upon examining scatterplots of the data, a positive (Ushaped) quadratic relationship seemed apparent between baseline RSA before placebo
administration and response to propranolol on the total score. This was confirmed by a
curvilinear regression, in which a linear relationship was accounted for, [F(2,15) = 6.39,
p = .01 (uncorrected), R2 = .46] (Figure 4.2). However, the statistical significance of this
finding may have been driven by outliers present in the data, and it did not withstand
correction for multiple comparisons. Additionally, this same relationship was not
observed between the baseline RSA averaged across both sessions or the baseline RSA
before propranolol administration and response to propranolol [p > .50].
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Figure 4.2. Scatterplot showing response to drug on the General Social
Outcome Measure Conversational Reciprocity task (GSOM CR) as a function
of baseline respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA). The corresponding quadratic
regression line is also shown [R2 = .46].

We then explored whether propranolol affected RSA via two-way ANOVAs and
found a significant main effect of time point, in which during-task RSA was significantly
greater than baseline RSA [F(1,10) = 18.74, p < .01, ηp2 = .65], but no main effect of drug
[F(1,10) = 1.39, p = .27, ηp2 = .12] or drug by time point interaction [F(1,10) = 2.79, p =
.13, ηp2 = .22]. Additionally, mediation analyses did not reveal a significant indirect
effect of propranolol on GSOM CR total scores through RSA [ab = -0.30, 95% CI [-0.98,
0.67], Sobel z = -0.85, p = .39].
Examination of skin conductance data revealed that 15 participants had some
degree of motion in their baseline data, which was corrected, and no participants were
subsequently excluded. Data collected during the GSOM CR task was missing for two of
the participants. Nine of the remaining participants’ data (N = 18) had motion artifact,
which was corrected, and no additional participants were excluded. There were no

significant differences between drug conditions in the amount of data removed due to
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motion artifact from baseline or during-task data [all p > .10]. Following calculations of
mean SCL, natural logarithmic transformations were performed, as some of the data was
positively skewed [p < .001]. Baseline SCL did not significantly influence drug effect on
the GSOM CR task [all p > .05]. Two-way ANOVAs revealed a significant main effect
of time point, in which during-task SCL was significantly greater than baseline SCL
[F(1,17) = 39.86, p < .001, ηp2 = .70], but no main effect of drug [F(1,17) = 0.09, p = .77,
ηp2 = .01] or drug by time point interaction [F(1,17) = 0.25, p = .62, ηp2 = .01]. Moreover,
mediation analyses did not show a significant indirect effect of propranolol on GSOM
CR task performance through mean SCL [ab = 0.001, 95% CI [-0.24, 0.38], Sobel z =
0.01, p = .99].
We also explored relationships between baseline anxiety, measured with SCAS
scores, and response to propranolol on the GSOM CR task. Data from the separation
anxiety, panic/agoraphobia, and physical injury fears SCAS subscales were transformed
via square root, as they were positively skewed [all p < .05]. Additionally, one
participant was missing data for the social phobia subscale. SCAS scores were not
significantly associated with drug response on the GSOM CR task total score [all p >
.10], though these analyses may have been hindered by a considerable floor effect in the
data. The SCAS obsessive compulsive subscale score was associated with drug effect on
the GSOM nonverbal communication domain score [χ2(1) = 3.94, p = .047 (uncorrected),
Nagelkerke R2 = .28], though this finding did not withstand Bonferroni correction. Prior
to explorations of anxiety as a potential mediator of the effect of propranolol on GSOM
CR performance, BAI scores for both drug conditions were transformed via natural
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logarithm. Subsequent mediation analyses did not reveal a significant indirect effect [ab
= -0.02, 95% CI [-0.32, 0.22], Sobel z = -0.17, p = .87].

Discussion
The present pilot study is the first single-dose, placebo-controlled investigation of
the acute effects of propranolol on conversational reciprocity in individuals with ASD.
As we predicted, propranolol significantly improved performance on a conversational
reciprocity task. This benefit may be partly driven by an improvement in nonverbal
communication abilities in response to propranolol. Furthermore, the present effects of
propranolol on conversational reciprocity seem to be independent of previously observed
effects of this agent on verbal problem solving. Thus, these findings add to the
previously demonstrated effects of propranolol in this population (Beversdorf et al.,
2008; Beversdorf et al., 2011; Bodner et al., 2012; Narayanan et al., 2010; Ratey et al.,
1987) and suggest the social domain as an additional target for future investigations of
this agent. Further exploration of these findings with a trial of serial doses is warranted.
Contrary to our predictions, autonomic activity at baseline did not largely
influence drug effect. We did observe a nonlinear relationship between baseline RSA
during one of the study sessions and response to propranolol on the conversational
reciprocity task. This relationship suggests that participants with low or high RSA
responded better to the drug than those with moderate RSA. A similar U-shaped
relationship has been previously demonstrated in a study exploring the association
between typically developing children’s affective responses and a measure of heart rate
variability, though the study did not involve pharmacological manipulation (Tully,
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Donohue, & Garcia, 2014). However, another report suggests that RSA in adults without
neurodevelopmental diagnoses is associated with prosocial behaviors in the form of a
negative, inverted U-shaped, quadratic relationship (Kogan et al., 2014). Our observed
quadratic relationship should be interpreted with caution, as the finding did not withstand
corrections for multiple comparisons, and it was only present for the baseline RSA from
the session in which participants later received placebo, not propranolol, nor for the
average of the two sessions. It is also possible that this relationship was driven by a few
participants’ data, further limiting the significance of this finding.
Moreover, it does not appear that the effect of propranolol on conversational
reciprocity was specifically mediated by changes in autonomic activity. Though

parasympathetic activity may regulate social behavior (Porges, 2007) and beta-adrenergic
antagonists have been previously shown to increase RSA (Pitzalis et al., 1998), we did
not observe these relationships in the present study. Increases in RSA between baseline
and during-task time points were not specific to propranolol, and thus did not seem to
influence drug response. These findings may reflect generalized increases in RSA in
response to a social task, as has been demonstrated previously in typically developing
children (Heilman et al., 2008). Sympathetic activity was also not related to drug
response, though this finding could have been influenced by the sensitivity of skin
conductance measurements to motion (Hirstein et al., 2001). Lastly, the presence and
manifestation of autonomic dysregulation is heterogeneous across individuals with ASD
(Schaaf et al., 2015). Accordingly, a more in-depth investigation of the relationship
between autonomic activity and propranolol response with a larger sample of individuals
with ASD is necessary.
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Additionally, propranolol did not reduce anxiety in the present study, and anxiety
levels did not definitively moderate or mediate response to propranolol on the
conversational reciprocity task. It has been argued that self-report measures, which were
used to assess anxiety in the present study, may not accurately reflect symptom severity
in individuals with ASD due to difficulties with introspection (Gillott et al., 2001). This
is supported by considerable floor effects observed in both anxiety measures used in the

present study. Future studies should utilize parent or clinician-report measures and newer
assessments designed specifically for measuring anxiety in individuals with ASD (Kerns
et al., 2015). Further investigation is needed to explore these and other potential factors
that may influence the effects of propranolol in individuals with ASD, as the
identification of treatment response markers is critical for this heterogeneous population.
Despite the promising nature of these preliminary findings, a few other limitations
should be noted. The present study used only the CR task of the GSOM, limiting the
generalizability of our results to additional domains of social functioning, such as
interpreting the emotional expressions of others. Future investigations would benefit
from using the full set of GSOM tasks (Stichter et al., 2012), which assesses additional
social behaviors. Though it is not the standard for this task, recording testing sessions in
future studies would allow for multiple raters and calculations of inter-rater reliability.
Furthermore, psychometric validation of the GSOM for use in adults and older
adolescents with ASD is necessary, as the previous study utilizing this measure assessed
children with a mean age of 12.57 (Stichter et al., 2012). Importantly, there was a
potential ceiling effect on the GSOM CR task, in which almost all participants scored
perfectly on two of the six domains, possibly due to the age and high level of functioning

of the present sample. This ceiling effect suggests that the observed effect size for the
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total task score could be underestimated, though further investigation is necessary to
determine the clinical salience of this finding. For example, it is currently unknown
whether serial doses will result in a greater effect, though an uncontrolled case series
suggests a potential benefit of propranolol on socialization (Ratey et al., 1987). Lastly,
the present study’s small sample size and relatively limited age and IQ range also limit
the generalizability of our findings.
Overall, the present pilot study demonstrates a potential benefit of propranolol for
conversational reciprocity in ASD, suggesting an effect on social interaction in this
population. Given the paucity of agents affecting core ASD symptomatology, this
finding warrants further exploration of propranolol as a potential therapeutic agent.
Future studies exploring propranolol’s effects in larger randomized, controlled clinical
trials are imperative for further characterizing its benefits for this population, as well as
predicting which individuals are most likely to respond.

CHAPTER FIVE:
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

About 1in 68 individuals in the U.S. are diagnosed with ASD by the age of 8, and
prevalence rates among males are about five times that of females (CDC, 2014). Caring
for children with this highly prevalent neurodevelopmental disorder accounted for at least
$11.5 billion of U.S. expenses in 2011 (Lavelle et al., 2014), and costs for individual
families can reach $1.4 million on average for the lifetime care of a child with ASD
(Buescher, Cidav, Knapp, & Mandell, 2014). Furthermore, many adults with ASD
continue to have less than optimal outcomes, according to measurements of functional
independence and employment (Gotham et al., 2015). Accordingly, there remains a
critical need for not only a better understanding of this disorder’s underlying etiology, but
also effective, comprehensive treatment plans for individuals with ASD.
Though behavioral therapy, particularly that which employs ABA principles, is
the mainstay of treatment for ASD, pharmacological intervention can be an important
addition to treatment plans (Towbin, 2003; Volkmar, 2001). Yet, this area is still in need
of much further research, especially when it comes to reducing core symptomatology,
including social communication deficits and restricted, repetitive behaviors (Beversdorf,
2008; Farmer et al., 2013; Myers & Johnson, 2007; Young & Findling, 2015). Most
available agents target irritability and aggressive symptoms (Marcus et al., 2009;
McCracken et al., 2002; Owen et al., 2009). Others, such as oxytocin (Hollander et al.,
2007) and arbaclofen (Erickson et al., 2014), have shown some promise for improving
social functioning, but have not shown significant benefits in large-scale randomized
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clinical trials (Dadds et al., 2014). Thus, further exploration of additional agents for the
treatment of ASD symptomatology is imperative.

The NE system is a relatively unexplored avenue for treatment in ASD. Evidence
of altered NE activity (Lake et al., 1977; Launay et al., 1987), autonomic dysregulation
(Bal et al., 2010; Ming et al., 2005), and elevated anxiety (Gillott et al., 2001) in this
population suggests a potential benefit of agents that target the NE system. The betaadrenergic antagonist propranolol dampens NE and sympathetic activity and has been
previously shown to improve language, sociability, and aggression in individuals with
ASD in an uncontrolled case series (Ratey et al., 1987). Subsequent single-dose,
placebo-controlled psychopharmacological challenge studies have demonstrated benefits
of propranolol for verbal problem solving (Beversdorf et al., 2008; Beversdorf et al.,
2011), working memory (Bodner et al., 2012), and functional connectivity (Narayanan et
al., 2010) in adults and adolescents with ASD. These promising initial findings merit
further exploration. Additionally, the availability of propranolol in generic form and its
relatively mild profile of adverse effects, suggest that it would be widely accessible to
individuals for whom it may provide benefits. Therefore, a thorough investigation of the
effects of this agent and potential markers of treatment response in individuals with ASD
is warranted.
The present program of research explores additional ASD-related domains of
functioning that may be influenced by propranolol. The first study suggests a potential
effect of this agent on facial scanning, which has previously been shown to be altered in
ASD and related to social impairments (Dalton et al., 2005; Klin et al., 2002). Though it
was originally hypothesized that propranolol’s anxiolytic properties and dampening
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effect on the sympathetic nervous system might improve eye contact in individuals with
ASD (Bal et al., 2010; Corden et al., 2008), this was not observed in the present study.
However, propranolol administration was associated with a reduction in visual fixation
on the mouth region of stimuli. This suggests a potential benefit of the drug, as atypical

mouth fixation may be related to deficits in ASD (Kirchner et al., 2011; Kliemann et al.,
2010). Additionally, in the present study, mouth fixation was negatively associated with
nonverbal communication abilities. These findings warrant further investigation of the
effects of beta-adrenergic antagonism on facial scanning in ASD, especially in lower
functioning individuals who may display more profound facial scanning abnormalities,
such as reduced eye contact and over-fixation on the mouth region compared with
typically developing individuals. Furthermore, it is important to explore how the effects
of propranolol on facial scanning relate to other aspects of social functioning.
The second study replicates and expands on previous findings of improved verbal
problem solving with propranolol administration in ASD. Previous work has
demonstrated reduced solution latency for simple anagrams in a small sample
(Beversdorf et al., 2008). In the present study, solution latency was reduced for both
simple and complex anagrams in a larger sample, further suggesting a benefit of
propranolol for this domain of cognitive flexibility. This effect may have therapeutic
implications for individuals with ASD, as restricted access to associative and semantic
networks may be related to differences in memory performance (Beversdorf et al., 2000)
and problem solving deficits (Van Eylen et al., 2011). Further exploration is needed to
identify other types of cognitive processing in ASD that may be affected by propranolol
administration. Additionally, anagram performance improvements associated with
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propranolol were significantly predicted by measures of baseline parasympathetic activity
and one type of anxiety. These preliminary findings suggest that some physiological and
psychological targets of propranolol may be useful in predicting treatment response,
which is especially beneficial for the heterogeneous population of individuals with ASD.
The third study, run in concert with the previous study, provides the first evidence
from a double-blind, placebo-controlled study that propranolol may improve an aspect of
social functioning in ASD. Previously, an uncontrolled case series suggested a benefit of
this agent for sociability in ASD (Ratey et al., 1987). In the present study, participants
demonstrated improvements on a measure of conversational reciprocity with propranolol,
as compared to placebo, administration. While taking propranolol, participants showed
improved performance in nonverbal communication and a trend toward improvements in
the amount of information they contributed to the conversation. This finding suggests
that propranolol may be capable of moderating aspects of core symptomatology of ASD,
potentially through its effects on the NE system. However, in the present study neither
autonomic activity nor anxiety was strongly associated with response to the drug, though
the means of measurement for these variables could have influenced the findings. Future
studies are necessary to explore additional aspects of social functioning that may be
influenced by propranolol as well as other potential treatment response markers.
In addition to the aforementioned necessary further work, the effects of
propranolol on additional domains affected in ASD should be explored. For example, the
effects of this agent on restricted, repetitive behaviors, which are also among core ASD
symptoms (APA, 2013), have yet to be explored. Evidence of potential relationships
between some manifestations of repetitive behavior and restricted interests and anxiety

symptoms suggests a possible therapeutic effect of propranolol on these symptoms
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(Rodgers, Glod, Connolly, & McConachie, 2012; Spiker, Lin, Van Dyke, & Wood,
2012). Additionally, previous reports of benefits of this agent for word fluency
(Beversdorf et al., 2011) and verbal problem solving (Beversdorf et al., 2008) suggest
that abilities related to language or semantic processing may be positively affected by
propranolol. This agent’s known anxiolytic effects (Faigel, 1991; Lader, 1988) also
warrant further exploration in the context of ASD, as co-occurring anxiety symptoms or
disorders are highly prevalent in this population (Gillott et al., 2001). However, anxiety
may manifest differently in this population than in typically developing individuals
(White et al., 2015). Thus, validated measures of anxiety designed specifically for
individuals with ASD are critically needed (Kerns et al., 2015). Lastly, the known
interaction between sympathetic activity and gastrointestinal symptoms (Porges, 2004),
which are commonly reported in individuals with ASD (Buie et al., 2010), suggests
another potential therapeutic effect of propranolol worthy of exploration.
Furthermore, future investigations should also examine the mechanism underlying
the observed effects of propranolol more specifically. One area of exploration would
involve more clearly delineating whether propranolol influences behavior in ASD
through effects on the central or peripheral nervous systems. In addition to peripheral
targets, the NE system has projections throughout many areas of the cortex and subcortex
(Ressler & Nemeroff, 1999), thus beta-adrenergic antagonists could potentially act on
several brain regions related to behavioral outcomes, but this has yet not been definitively
demonstrated. Previous work in typically developing individuals has shown better
performance on an anagrams task with propranolol administration than with the
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peripherally acting agent nadolol (Beversdorf et al., 2002), suggesting a potential central
mechanism. Additionally, propranolol, but not nadolol, has been associated with

impaired emotional memory performance in typical individuals (van Stegeren, Everaerd,
Cahill, McGaugh, & Gooren, 1998). Future investigations involving individuals with
ASD should include a nadolol arm to further tease apart the central versus peripheral
effects of propranolol on cognition and other higher-order behaviors.
Another mechanistic question involves the neurobiological pathways by which
propranolol affects behavior. It has been reported that propranolol improves performance
on a novel cognitive flexibility task in rats, demonstrating a behavioral effect relevant to
that of humans (Hecht et al., 2014). Thus, future animal studies could be conducted to
further define the neurobiological mechanisms involved in effects such as this one. For
example, this line of work could help identify the NE receptors through which
propranolol may have behavioral effects, as this agent binds both beta-1 and beta-2
adrenergic receptors nonselectively. If one receptor subtype is primarily responsible for
these behavioral effects, agents designed to target that subtype specifically may have
more potent effects than nonselective beta-adrenergic antagonists.
Future studies should also incorporate a more in-depth exploration of potential
treatment response markers. ASD is extremely heterogeneous in its underlying genetic
and environmental etiology, as well as in clinical presentation (Geschwind, 2009).
Therefore, it is expected that no single treatment approach will be beneficial for all
individuals with ASD. This heterogeneity has likely played a role in the failure of many
agents to produce promising results in large-scale clinical trials (Ecker, Spooren, &
Murphy, 2013). To maximize potential therapeutic effects, the identification of treatment
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response markers is critical. However, few, if any, reliable markers exist in the context

of ASD treatment. Some studies suggest that abnormalities in brain activity identified by
electroencephalography (Hollander, Dolgoff-Kaspar, Cartwright, Rawitt, & Novotny,
2001) or even pre-treatment behavioral symptom profiles (Ingersoll, 2010) may help
predict response to treatment. Others have shown changes in brain activity following
behavioral interventions in ASD (Dawson et al., 2012; Murdaugh, Deshpande, & Kana,
2015; Ventola et al., 2015). But these markers and others need further exploration and
replication before they are applied in the clinical setting (Goldani, Downs, Widjaja,
Lawton, & Hendren, 2014).
In the context of propranolol, potential treatment response markers include
measurements of autonomic activity and anxiety. Some evidence from the present
studies suggests the potential usefulness of these measurements; however, future work is
needed to further explore their relationships with response to propranolol in ASD.
Additionally, evidence of increased functional connectivity between brain regions during
a verbal decision-making task with propranolol, compared with nadolol, administration
suggests a potential fMRI-related marker of this agent’s cognitive effects (Narayanan et
al., 2010). However, the use of imaging techniques such as fMRI may not ultimately be
feasible as response markers in the clinical setting. Larger sample sizes in future studies
would be especially helpful in the identification of treatment response markers, as this
would allow for group stratification by some of these characteristics (Ecker et al., 2013).
For example, some studies have demonstrated that subgroups of individuals with ASD
separated according to resting arousal levels (Mathersul, McDonald, & Rushby, 2013) or

anxiety symptom severity (Panju et al., 2015) may have distinct behavioral and
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physiological profiles.
As has been previously noted, another important direction for future research
includes exploring the effects of propranolol in individuals with ASD in the context of
randomized controlled clinical trials, often considered the gold standard of clinical
research (Kaptchuk, 2001). To date, double-blind, placebo-controlled investigations of
this agent in ASD have been conducted only in the form of single-dose
psychopharmacological challenges. Serial-dose trials of propranolol in this population
are a critical next step to determine if the effects observed previously or in the present
studies are maintained over time or if they decline as a result of tolerance or habituation,
as has been reported with other potentially beneficial agents for this population (Findling
et al., 2014). In line with the samples used in previous studies, a trial exploring the
effects of propranolol in adults and adolescents would be useful for further assessing the
clinical salience of this pharmacological intervention. However, it is also useful to
explore the effects of this agent in young children, whose neural plasticity may facilitate
greater, longer lasting effects of intervention (Dawson, 2008). To date, no study has
explored the effects of propranolol in children with ASD, though examinations for other
indications, such as infantile hemangioma (Léauté-Labrèze et al., 2008; Prey et al., 2016)
and pediatric migraine (Bidabadi & Mashouf, 2010) suggest that it can be safely
administered to young children. Additionally, this agent has yet to be examined in a
more naturalistic context, in which it is administered alongside behavioral intervention.
Thus, an investigation of propranolol’s effects in a trial with concomitant behavioral
therapy in children with ASD would enhance understanding of this agent’s potential

benefit for this population. The design, feasibility, and preliminary results of a pilot
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investigation with this approach are presented below.

Combined effects of propranolol and early intensive behavioral intervention in
children with ASD
Introduction. Early identification of ASD and initiation of intervention around
preschool age can be crucial for the improvement of social and language functioning
(Landa, 2008; Rogers & Vismara, 2008). It has also been shown that behavioral
intervention for individuals with ASD is more beneficial when introduced early in life
(Fenske, Zalenski, Krantz, & McClannahan, 1985; Harris & Handleman, 2000),
potentially due to its influence on behavior when a child’s brain possesses a high degree
of plasticity (Dawson, 2008). Therefore, this critical early stage following diagnosis
would be also an opportune time to integrate pharmacological intervention with
behavioral therapy to maximize the benefits of treatment.
To date, combined therapeutic interventions have not been studied widely in
individuals with ASD (Matson & Dempsey, 2008). In the context of other disorders,
such as ADHD (The MTA Cooperative Group, 1999), obsessive compulsive disorder
(The Pediatric O. C. D. Treatment Study Team, 2004), and anxiety (Walkup et al., 2008),
integrated behavioral and pharmacological therapies have shown promise. Only a few
studies have explored the combination of behavioral and pharmacological interventions
in the context of ASD. Two studies integrated antipsychotics with parent training
interventions (Aman et al., 2009) and behavioral therapy (Campbell et al., 1978), and
others have explored effects on co-occurring behavioral concerns, such as ADHD
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symptoms (Silverman et al., 2014), sleep disturbance (Cortesi et al., 2012) and aggression
(Frazier et al., 2010). Of particular relevance, a recent study that combined the diuretic
bumetanide with ABA training found that the combined treatment was more effective
than treatment with ABA alone (Du et al., 2015). Accordingly, further examination of
the effects of combined therapeutic interventions in individuals with ASD is necessary.
In the context of pharmacotherapy, few agents have shown significant promise in
effectively and reliably improving behavioral outcomes in individuals with ASD (Young
& Findling, 2015). Thus, investigations of additional agents capable of targeting ASDrelevant behaviors are needed. Preliminary evidence suggests a potential benefit of the
beta-adrenergic antagonist propranolol for verbal problem solving and working memory
in single-dose psychopharmacological challenges in adults and adolescents with ASD

(Beversdorf et al., 2008; Beversdorf et al., 2011; Bodner et al., 2012). However, no study
to date has explored the effects of propranolol in young children with ASD, though a few
reports demonstrate the safety of administering this agent to infants and young children
for other indications (Bidabadi & Mashouf, 2010; Léauté-Labrèze et al., 2008; Prey et al.,
2016). Additionally, this agent has yet to be explored for benefits in ASD in a doubleblind, placebo-controlled, serial-dose setting or in a combined therapeutic context
alongside behavioral intervention. Thus, an investigation of propranolol’s effects in a
pilot trial with concomitant behavioral therapy in children with ASD would enhance
understanding of this agent’s potential benefit for this population.
Early intensive behavioral intervention (EIBI) is a comprehensive, individualized
approach to ASD treatment based on ABA principles (Lovaas et al., 1981). With goals of
teaching adaptive functioning and minimizing challenging behavior, analysts break

individual skills into small components and teach them hierarchically. Consistent
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feedback and rewards are used as prompts to maximize success. This intervention also
involves data collection to monitor progress and refine treatment goals. EIBI is designed
to be intensive, with 20 to 30 hours of therapy sessions per week for multiple years, and
most children begin the therapy at preschool age, around 3 to 4 years old (Eldevik et al.,
2009). This treatment approach has been shown to have lasting benefits for social
functioning, language, and adaptive functioning in ASD (Cohen, Amerine-Dickens, &
Smith, 2006; Eikeseth, Smith, Jahr, & Eldevik, 2002; Eldevik et al., 2010; Lovaas, 1987;
McEachin et al., 1993; Sallows et al., 2005). However, it is important to further
characterize these effects, as well as explore how they may be augmented by
pharmacological intervention.
In the present, ongoing pilot trial, we explored the effects of propranolol
administration in young children concurrently undergoing EIBI. In line with our
previous findings, we explored the effects of this combined therapeutic intervention on
social functioning as our primary outcome measure. We also explored other ASDrelevant outcomes, including language, adaptive functioning, anxiety, and autism
symptom severity. We predicted that concomitant administration of propranolol, but not
placebo, would enhance the clinical benefit made through EIBI by improving behavior in
these domains. We also recorded autonomic activity via ECG to explore whether this
psychophysiological measurement could serve as a treatment response predictor for this
population. We predicted that baseline autonomic nervous system activity and anxiety
levels would be associated with response to propranolol on our outcome measures.
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Methods. To date, a sample of 4 males out of a long-term targeted sample of 30
children with ASD ages 3-10 who are receiving EIBI have been recruited from the
University of Missouri Thompson Center for Autism & Neurodevelopmental Disorders
(Table 5.1). ASD diagnoses were confirmed with the Autism Diagnostic Observation
Schedule (ADOS) (Lord et al., 2000), and cognitive ability at baseline was assessed via
the Differential Ability Scales, 2nd edition (DAS) (Elliott, 2007). Participants with risk
factors for exposure to propranolol, such as bradycardia or asthma, or confounding
diagnoses, including major head trauma or psychiatric disorders, were excluded.

Additionally, none of the participants were taking any NE agents or stimulants at the time
of study participation. All participants provided informed consent in accordance with the
Health Sciences Institutional Review Board of the University of Missouri. This study
was pre-registered on ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT02428205).

Table 5.1. Participant demographics for combined therapeutic approach study.
Age (yrs) (Range)
6.75 ± 2.75 (4:10)
ADOS Social Affect score
14.50 ± 3.00
ADOS Restricted and Repetitive Behavior score
4.75 ± 3.20
ADOS Total score
19.25 ± 3.77
DAS Verbal Comprehension (Ability score)
71.25 ± 21.76
DAS Picture Similarities (Ability score)
85.25 ± 23.10
DAS Naming Vocabulary (Ability score)
100.25 ± 20.07
DAS Pattern Construction (Ability score)
122.50 ± 61.31
Hours of EIBI received per week
6.50 ± 1.00
ADOS: Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule; DAS: Differential Ability
Scales; EIBI: early intensive behavioral intervention. Mean ± SD in each cell.
In a parallel design, participants were randomly assigned to receive propranolol or
placebo for a period of 12 weeks in a double-blind manner. During this period, liquid
doses of propranolol or placebo were administered via oral syringe by participants’
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parents or caregivers approximately one hour before each EIBI session. To minimize risk,
the bodyweight adjusted minimum dose of propranolol used safely for test anxiety in
healthy adults was used (Table 5.2). Potential participants under 15 kg were excluded.

Table 5.2. Bodyweight adjusted dosages for propranolol administration.
Bodyweight (kg)
Dose (mg)
> 30
4
22.5 - 30
3
15 - 22.5
2
< 15
N/A
kg: kilograms; mg: milligrams

Participants underwent three study sessions at the baseline (week 0), midpoint
(week 6), and endpoint (week 12) of their study participation. At these sessions, we
administered a series of behavioral tasks and parent-report questionnaires. Our primary
outcome measure , social functioning, was assessed via an adapted version of the multidomain GSOM (Stichter et al., 2012), a naturalistic measure designed to assess change in
social competence in response to intervention, and the Social Responsiveness Scale
(Constantino & Gruber, 2005), which has also been shown to be sensitive to treatment
effects (Singh et al., 2014). To evaluate language, we administered the Preschool
Language Scale, 5th edition (Zimmerman, Steiner, & Pond, 2011). We assessed anxiety
levels via the Preschool Anxiety Scale (Spence, Rapee, McDonald, & Ingram, 2001). We
administered the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales, 2nd edition to evaluate adaptive
skills including communication, daily living skills, and socialization (Sparrow, Cicchetti,
& Balla, 2005). To assess overall symptom severity and change in ASD-related
behaviors with intervention, we used the Clinical Global Impression Scales for Severity

and Change (Guy, 1976). We also administered the Autism Impact Measure which
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assesses the frequency and interference resulting from a series of ASD-associated
behaviors (Kanne et al., 2014). Lastly, to examine change in overall behavioral
disturbances, parents or caregivers of the participants completed the Aberrant Behavior
Checklist (Aman, Singh, Stewart, & Field, 1985). While the participants were enrolled in
the study, we also collected data related to their EIBI behavioral targets and fidelity of
intervention administration from the clinicians overseeing each participant’s therapy.
These clinicians were also blinded to drug conditions.
Lastly, we recorded psychophysiological measurements of ECG during each
study session. ECG data were recorded for a period of 5 minutes after 3 minutes of
acclimation using a BIOPAC MP150 acquisition unit with an ECG100c amplifier module
(BIOPAC Systems, Inc., Goleta, CA). Three disposable electrodes attached to leads were
placed on the chest, one just below the right collarbone, another below the left breast, and
a grounding lead just below the left collarbone.
To date, data for 4 participants’ week 0 and 6 study sessions were collected
[propranolol group n = 3; placebo group n = 1], thus the study is currently underpowered
for preliminary statistical analyses. Furthermore, complete ECG measurements were
obtained from only 2 of the 4 participants, due to non-compliance of the remaining two
participants when the experimenter attempted to apply the ECG leads. In lieu of formal
analyses, qualitative comparisons between drug groups were performed via plots
depicting change in our outcome measures from the baseline (week 0) to the midpoint
(week 6) of the study. These preliminary comparisons were conducted by a researcher

who was not otherwise involved in the study and thus could obtain unblinding
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information from the investigational pharmacy.
Results. A scatterplot for one of our primary social outcome measures, the Social
Responsiveness Scale total score, as a function of time point (week 0 vs. week 6)
revealed that 2/3 participants receiving propranolol showed improvements that were not
observed for the participant in the placebo group (Figure 5.1a). None of the domains
assessed by the GSOM, our other measure of social functioning, showed potential
interactions between drug group and time point (Figure 5.1b).
Figure 5.1. Scatterplot depicting change in social behavior, assessed via (a) the Social
Responsiveness Scale (SRS) total score and (b) the General Social Outcome Measure
Conversation Reciprocity (GSOM CR) total score, between week 0 and week 6 for each
participant in the propranolol and placebo groups.

Among our other outcome measures, only the Irritability subscale of the Aberrant
Behavior Checklist showed a potential drug group by time point interaction, in which 2/3
participants in the propranolol group demonstrated improvements that were not observed
for the participant receiving placebo (Figure 5.2).

Figure 5.2. Scatterplot depicting change in irritability as measured by the Aberrant
Behavior Checklist (ABC) between week 0 and week 6 for each participant in the
propranolol and placebo groups.
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Discussion. Given the potential benefit of combined therapeutic approaches in
individuals with ASD and previous work suggesting behavioral improvements with
propranolol administration in this population, the present ongoing study explored the
effects of propranolol in young children undergoing concomitant EIBI. Preliminary
analyses for the present data were not performed due to low statistical power. Qualitative
comparisons revealed potential improvements in social and irritability outcomes from the
baseline to the midpoint of the study in the propranolol group but not in the placebo
group. However, it is difficult to make meaningful conclusions based on these plots
given the currently small sample size in this ongoing study. Continued data collection
will provide greater statistical power for future quantitative comparisons.
Despite the preliminary nature of the present analyses, this ongoing investigation
informs the feasibility of larger randomized controlled trials in terms of screening,
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recruitment, retention, compliance, and fidelity within this sub-population of individuals
with ASD (Leon, Davis, & Kraemer, 2011). Though the current sample size is quite
small, it is clear that a randomized, controlled clinical trial exploring the effects of
propranolol in children undergoing EIBI is feasible and tolerated well by study
participants. The greatest obstacle identified was an elongated recruitment timeline due
to small numbers of children enrolled in EIBI at the Thompson Center and a proportion
of those families being uninterested in a pharmacological study. In future iterations of
this study, additional supports for recruitment, such as a multi-site approach, should be
employed to maximize the sample size obtained. An additional consideration for future
studies is the difficulty of obtaining reliable psychophysiological data from the younger,
lower functioning individuals recruited for the present study, compared with previous

investigations that recruited adults and adolescents with ASD (Gavin, Davies, Schmidt, &
Segalowitz, 2008). Additional measures, such as desensitization to the ECG apparatus
and leads or positive reinforcement for completing the data collection, should be taken
with future participants (Kylliäinen, Jones, Gomot, Warreyn, & Falck-Ytter, 2014). This
initial assessment of the present study will inform the collection of additional data as well
as future investigations. With continued data collection, this study will also provide
guidance regarding overall study design, appropriate outcome measures to track, and
preliminary effect size estimates for subsequent larger clinical trials (Bowen et al., 2009).
The present ongoing study is the first double-blind, placebo-controlled
examination of serial doses of this propranolol in individuals with ASD. Future
investigations with this approach are needed to further assess the long-term clinical
salience of the effects of propranolol in this population. Additionally, this investigation

explores the effects of this agent in combination with behavioral intervention in young
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children with ASD, providing a naturalistic examination of this agent in a population that
might be more amenable to the effects of behavioral and pharmacological intervention.
The successful completion of this study will thus inform future clinical trials involving
propranolol as well as provide further evidence regarding the efficacy of therapeutic
approaches integrating both behavioral and pharmacological interventions.

Conclusions
The program of research presented in this dissertation suggests beta-adrenergic
antagonism as a potentially beneficial pharmacological intervention for ASD
symptomatology. Improvements in facial scanning, verbal problem solving, and
conversational reciprocity were observed with propranolol administration in single-dose
psychopharmacological challenge studies, strengthening existing support for the potential
therapeutic effects of this agent. Given the current paucity of effective treatments for
individuals with ASD, these promising findings warrant continued investigation. Future
studies are needed to further explore these findings in the context of serial-dose clinical
trials in both children and adults with ASD, as well as more clearly delineate treatment
response predictors, before any clinical recommendations can be made. By confirming
the observed effects of propranolol and identifying means to predict which individuals
are most likely to respond, this line of work may eventually help improve the lives of
individuals on the autism spectrum.
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